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Abstract

Fault diagnosis is concerned with the development of algorithms and techniques
to determine why a correctly designed system does not work as expected. The
computation is based on observations, which provide information on the current
behavior. The aim of diagnosis is to detect and identify the reason for any
unexpected behavior, and to isolate the parts which fail in a system.

Fault detection and identification of faulty components are very important
from the strategic point of view of the industries, since, to remain in competitive
markets, the design of automatic control systems must guarantee the require-
ments on system reliability and dependability. This important issue is even
harder when the systems to design are distributed systems, with their succes-
sively increasing complexity.

In this work, three performed methodologies are presented which permit to
diagnose spatially distributed systems. Our work has been focused on the fault
diagnosis in static spatially distributed systems, which manage logic informa-
tion. The result to obtain is the diagnosis of the system. In the first and third
methodologies, the diagnosis obtained is minimal, being this minimal diagnosis
the minimal set of components of the system that explain the abnormal behavior
of the whole system.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Diagnosis is concerned with the development of algorithms and techniques to
determine why a correctly designed system does not work as expected. The
computation is based on observations, which provide information on the current
behavior. The aim of diagnosis is to detect and identify the reason for any
unexpected behavior, and to isolate the parts which fail in a system.

The systems to be diagnosed can be of different types, like static or dynamic
systems, or systems that work with discrete or continuous domains. Moreover,
the information of the system, from which the diagnosis is performed, can be
qualitative, logic or quantitative.

Being a diagnoser an entity in charge of computing the diagnosis tasks, a
traditional diagnostic tool can be viewed as a single diagnoser having a model
of the whole system to be diagnosed. There are, however, several reasons why
such a single centralized diagnoser approach may be inappropriate. First of all,
if the system is physically distributed or large, there may be not enough time to
compute a diagnosis centrally and to communicate all observations. Secondly,
if the structure of the system is dynamic, it may change too fast to maintain
an accurate global model of the system over time. Finally, sometimes the exis-
tence of an overall model is simply undesirable. For example, if the system is
distributed over different legal entities, one entity does not wish other entities
to have a detailed model of its part of the system. Examples of such systems are
modern telecommunication networks, dynamic configuration of robotic systems.
For such systems, a distributed approach of multiple diagnosers might offer a
solution.

In distributed diagnosis of systems, we distinguish two ways in which the
model (knowledge) is distributed over the system: (1) spatially distributed:
knowledge of system behavior is distributed over the agents according the spa-
tial distribution of the system’s components, and (2) semantically distributed:
knowledge of system behavior is distributed over the agents according to the
type of knowledge.

The fault diagnosis of distributed systems is classified in: (1) centralized
diagnosis, where there is only a diagnoser in charge of computing the global

3



4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

diagnosis, (2) decentralized diagnosis, where there is a local diagnoser on each
distributed subsystem, and a supervisor in charge of the global diagnosis and
of taking global decisions, and (3) distributed diagnosis, where each distributed
subsystem counts on a local diagnoser in charge of the local diagnosis tasks and
of communicating with the rest of the local diagnosers. In this latter type of
diagnosis, a global coordination process is not necessary.

1.1 Structure of the document

This work is organized as follows:

• Chapter 1: Introduction. The objective of this chapter is to present the
aim of this work, making an introduction to the main topics in distributed
diagnosis.

• Chapter 2: Hypothesis and Goals. This chapter shows a brief intro-
duction of the reached goals as well as the goals to reach in the future.

• Chapter 3: Related Works. In this chapter the techniques and method-
ologies to use in distributed diagnosis are presented. The topics to treat are
the diagnosis of components for both centralized and distributed systems.
Likewise, this chapter presents three solutions to diagnose distributed sys-
tems, using only structural analysis and logic information. These three
approaches try to find the minimal number of components that can be
failing in a system that does not have the behavior that is expected. Fi-
nally, the implementation of the Proposal 2 (the distributed approach),
explained in Section 3.2.4, is presented.

• Chapter 4: Conclusions. The last chapter presents a summary of the
aims that have been reached until the moment, just as the aims to reach
in the future.



Chapter 2

Hypothesis and Objectives

2.1 Introduction

The research works raised in the present document are based in some techniques
of model-based diagnosis which have been very studied and cited, including lots
of important and promising works that present outstanding results.

There are two distinct and parallel research communities that work on
model-based approaches: the Fault Detection and Isolation (FDI) community
and the DX community. Both of them are presented in detail in Section 3.1.1,
where different proposals to perform centralized diagnosis are cited.

As for the decentralized and distributed diagnosis, the background to them
is presented in Section 3.1.2.

2.2 Hypothesis

The hypothesis of this work is that it is possible to create methodologies to di-
agnose spatially distributed systems, finding out the component or components
which are responsible of an abnormal behavior of the system.

These methodologies can be based in structural analysis of the systems to
diagnose.

2.3 Objectives

Derived from the hypothesis, the main objective of this work is to create method-
ologies to automate the diagnosis of spatially distributed systems using struc-
tural analysis.

This objective gives rise to some subobjectives:

• To carry out an analysis of the different existing methodologies to per-
form model-based diagnosis of centralized, decentralized and distributed
systems.

5
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• To prepare some proposals of algorithms for spatially distributed diagnosis
using structural analysis of the systems.

• To implement the previous proposals in order to test the obtained results
and to compare with the existing methodologies.

This work shows the performed methodologies to diagnose spatially dis-
tributed systems (in Section 3.2), just as presents the future work to carry out
in this area. Our work has been focused on the fault diagnosis in static spatially
distributed systems, which manage logic information. The obtained result is the
minimal diagnosis of the system, being this minimal diagnosis the minimal set
of components of the system that explain the abnormal behavior of the whole
system.

The systems to be diagnosed can be monitorized by means of their inputs
and outputs, having a functional description or model that provides the correct
outputs for the possible inputs. The different presented diagnosis approaches
try to find out the minimal subset of components that compose the system and
produce the abnormal behavior.

The approaches presented in this work carry out the diagnosis of distributed
systems based only on logic information. As future work, our objective is to
perform the diagnosis based on quantitative information.



Chapter 3

Related works

The proposed work presents some solutions to diagnose distributed systems.
This chapter presents the techniques that will be the base of the methodologies
proposed in this work to perform the distributed diagnosis. The topics are:
centralized and distributed model-based diagnosis.

3.1 Background to diagnosis of components

The aim of fault diagnosis research is to improve the reliability, security, ef-
ficiency and maintainability of any system. A fault diagnosis system is used
to detect faults and diagnose their location and significance in a monitorized
system [8]. A diagnosis system performs mainly the following tasks: fault de-
tection (to indicate if a fault occurred or not in the system), and fault isolation
(to determine the location of the fault).

There are two main ways to develop fault diagnosis systems: using hardware
redundancy or using analytical redundancy [8]. Hardware redundancy uses mul-
tiplication of physical devices and, normally, a voting system to detect a fault
and its location in the system. The main problem in this approach is that it is
necessary the use of extra equipment which means a significant cost. Analytical
redundancy uses instead redundant functional relationships between variables
of the system. The main advantage of this approach compared to hardware
redundancy is that no extra equipment is necessary. This work reviews fault
diagnosis schemes based on analytical redundancy.

When a fault diagnosis system is being designed, the most common approach
is to build first an analytical model of the monitored system. This analytical
model must be able to describe the behavior of the system reasonably precise
during the normal operation. Then, this model of the system is compared
against the observed behavior of the system. The differences obtained are used
to decide if there is a fault in the system or not, and, eventually, which fault
actually occurred. The major quantitative approaches on fault diagnosis have
implemented this idea, i.e. observer-based approach, parity relation method,

7
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parameter estimation method, etc. These methodologies are intended for linear
systems or systems that may be linearized around a set of working points, and
are well-established theoretically. The major approaches on quantitative fault
diagnosis were developed during the 1980’s and early 1990’s. Some important
tutorial papers from this period are [29] [25]. The research community grouped
around this general approach is known as the Fault Detection and Isolation
(FDI) community.

A group of researchers from the Artificial Intelligence community indepen-
dently proposed a fault diagnosis theory based on First-Order Logic. The system
is modelled using an oriented graph whose vertices are the components of the
system and whose edges are the connections between them. The diagnosis con-
sists in identifying the possible faulty components via an inference process. The
papers laying the foundations of this theory are [15] and [39]. A more recent
survey on this approach may be found in [26]. The research community that fol-
lows this approach is known as the Model-Based Diagnosis (MBD) community.
The relationship between the FDI approach and the MBD approach is studied
in [11] and [14].

The fault diagnosis for systems is classified as follows, depending on the
degree of distribution of the diagnosers associated to the subsystems and the
supervision process of them:

• Centralized diagnosis. The diagnoser is run on an only system. This
system captures all the observations in order to perform the global diag-
nosis.

• Decentralized diagnosis. A central coordination process and a local di-
agnoser for each subsystem that form the whole system are running. Some
examples were presented in [16] [34] [24] [10], where local diagnosers are
communicated to a coordination process (supervisor) obtaining a global
diagnosis.

• Distributed diagnosis. It uses communication by a set of local diag-
nosers instead of requiring a global coordination process such as in a decen-
tralized approach. In the bibliography, there are several proposals where
there is no centralized control structure or coordination process among
diagnosers [18] [36] [42] [28] [3]. Each local diagnoser is communicated di-
rectly with other diagnosers. In these systems the model is distributed, the
diagnosis is locally generated and the consistency between the subsystems
should be satisfied.

In the following subsections some different works of centralized, decentralized
and distributed diagnosis are presented.

3.1.1 Centralized Diagnosis

There are two distinct and parallel research communities that work on model-
based approaches.
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• The Fault Detection and Isolation (FDI) community, which bases
the foundations of its solution approaches on engineering disciplines such
as control theory and statistical decision making.

• The DX community, which bases the foundations of its solution approaches
on the fields of computer science and artificial intelligence.

Each community has developed its own terminology, tools, techniques, and
approaches to solve diagnosis problems. In the past, these two communities only
had a little communication between them, but since a few years ago, a growing
number of researchers have tried to understand and incorporate approaches from
the parallel research fields to build better and more effective diagnostic systems
[2] [11].

The pioneer work [13] within the DX community presents an approximation
that allows to perform the diagnosis of systems using their structure and be-
havior. DART [21] and GDE [31] were the first implementations for diagnosis,
which use different inference ways to detect the possible faults. The works of
Reiter [39] and De Kleer [30] introduced the basic definitions and foundations
of diagnosis. To explain the discrepancies between the observed and the correct
behavior a general theory was proposed, using a logical-based diagnosis process.

To describe the systems composed by components, using a model, the re-
lation between inputs and outputs are used. Most of the approximations for
components characterize the diagnosis of a system as a collection of minimal
sets of components that fail to explain the observed behaviors (symptoms).
That is why it is important to count on a good model to determine the diagno-
sis of a system. With this kind of models, it is possible to diagnose quickly the
main parts of the systems.

The Model-Based Diagnosis determines the cause of the failures through
examining the models and the observations. There are diagnostic models that
use models centered in components which require the development of failure
models together with the model of normal operation. To build failure models
in a system, it is useful when the failures are well known and easy to model,
but it also limits the diagnosis system to known failures. A revision of the
approximations about the automatization of the diagnosis tasks can be found
in [17], and in [9] can be consulted a discussion about the applications of the
Model-Based Diagnosis. The generation of the diagnosis based on consistency
to cover dynamic systems was proposed in [27].

Related to FDI community, [41] and [5] present the formalization of struc-
tural analysis, and the process to obtain the Analytical Redundancy Relations
(ARRs) of the system. The obtaining of the ARRs is based on searching the
overdetermined systems in which it is possible the detection and location of the
faults. The FDI methodology allows an off-line analysis of a part of the work, in
contrast with the DX methodology where the work is almost completely on-line.
In [19] an approximation to the FDI methodology is proposed, but using logic
constraints model to solve the diagnosis problem.
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Figure 3.1: Polybox system

Example of analysis

To support the explanations, the example that has been chosen is the well-
known system from [13] composed of three multipliers and two adders referred
as the polybox system (Figure 3.1).

This example is used in the rest of this section to clarify the explanations
about the DX and FDI methodologies.

FDI Analytical Redundancy Approach

This subsection presents the FDI Analytical Redundancy Approach, with some
examples in order to clarify the explanations.

1. System Model

A system is composed by a set of components and a set of sensors. These
sensors provide a set of observations. The model of the system describes
the behavior, expressing the constraints that link its descriptive variables.
It is given by a set of relations, the formal expression of which depends
on the type of knowledge (analytical, qualitative, production rules or nu-
merical tables, etc.). It generally relies on a component-based description,
which relates a set of constraints (or operators) to each component.

Definition 3.1.1: The system model (SM) is defined as the set of re-
lations that define the behavior of the system (behavioral model BM),
together with the observation model (OM), i.e., the set of relations defin-
ing the observations that are performed on the system and the sensor
models.

The set of variables (V ) that are part of the system can be seen as two
sets of variables: the unknown variables (X) and the observable variables
(O).

For the polybox system, the elementary components are the adders and
the multipliers (A1 and A2, operators +, and M1, M2 and M3, operators
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∗) together with the set of sensors (not represented on Figure 3.1, for sim-
plicity). The different sets of variables and the models are:

V = X ∪O where

X = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, x, y, z}
O = {aobs, bobs, cobs, dobs, eobs, fobs, gobs}

Behavioral Model (BM)

RM1 : x = a ∗ c

RM2 : y = b ∗ d

RM3 : z = c ∗ e

RA1 : f = x + y

RA2 : g = y + z

Observational Model (OM)

RSa : a = aobs

RSb : b = bobs

RSc : c = cobs

RSd : d = dobs

RSe : e = eobs

RSf : f = fobs

RSg : g = gobs

2. Diagnosis Problem

Being ”op” an operator of the system, the set of faults (F ) that may occur
on that operator is referred as {Fop}. Since it is supposed that exists one
and only one components by each operator, this set of faults can be referred
as {Fc}, being c the component that belong with the operator ”op”.

Definition 3.1.2: The set of observations (OBS) is a set of pairs variable-
value, that represent the observation of the sensors, i.e., it is a set of
relations of the form vobs = val, where vobs ∈ O and val is in the domain
of vobs.

For the polybox system example, a possible set of observations would be:

OBS = {aobs = 2, cobs = 3, dobs = 3, eobs = 2, fobs = 10, gobs = 12}
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Definition 3.1.3: A diagnosis problem is defined by the system model
SM , a set of observations OBS, and a set of possible faults F .

3. Analytical Redundancy Relations

Definition 3.1.4: An Analytical Redundancy Relation (ARR) is a con-
straint composed of relations in the system model SM , which contains
only observed variables, and which can therefore be evaluated from any
OBS. The ARRs can be obtained from the system model by eliminating
the unknown variables. Each one of them is noted r = 0, where r is called
the residual of the ARR.

To check whether the observed system behavior satisfies the constraint
model, the ARRs are used, checking the consistency between the obser-
vations and the system model SM .

Definition 3.1.5: The instantiation of the residual r is noted val(r,OBS)
for a given OBS (it can be abbreviated as val(r) when not ambiguous).
Each instantiation val(r,OBS) thus means that the observations satisfy
the ARR r = 0.

In the polybox example, three ARRs can be obtained from the models of
M1, M2, A1; M2, M3, A2; and M1, M3, A1, A2, respectively. These
three redundancy relations (ARR1, ARR2, and ARR3) are:

ARR1 : r1 = 0 where r1 ≡ fobs − aobs ∗ cobs − bobs ∗ dobs

ARR2 : r2 = 0 where r2 ≡ gobs − bobs ∗ dobs − cobs ∗ eobs

ARR3 : r3 = 0 where r3 ≡ fobs − gobs − aobs ∗ cobs + cobs ∗ eobs

and can be rewritten as:

ARR1 : f − (a ∗ c + b ∗ d) = 0

ARR2 : g − (b ∗ d + c ∗ e) = 0

ARR3 : f − g − a ∗ c + c ∗ e = 0

4. Signature Matrix

The fault signature is a fundamental concept in the FDI approach. This
concept can be seen as the influence of a fault in the different ARRs, given
the system model. More formally:

Definition 3.1.6: Given a set of ARRs (SAAR = {ARR1, ARR2, . . . , ARRn}),
the signature of a fault in the component j of the system (Fj) is the binary
vector FSj = [s1j , s2j , . . . , snj ]T , where sij is given by:

s : SARR× F → {0, 1}
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Table 3.1: Polybox single faults Signature Matrix

FA1 FA2 FM1 FM2 FM3

ARR1 1 0 1 1 0
ARR2 0 1 0 1 1
ARR3 1 1 1 0 1

(ARRi, Fj) → sij = 1 if the component affected by Fj is

involved in ARRi

→ sij = 0 otherwise

A fault Fj is observable on the result of the ARRi, since when a sij is
0, that means that val(ri) = 0, i.e., the fault Fj does not affect ARRi.
On the other hand, if sij is 1, that means that the fault Fj is expected to
affect to ARRi, and that val(ri) is expected to be different from 0.

Therefore, if ARRi is satisfied, then Fj is not presented (this is known as
the single-fault exoneration SF-exo assumption).

Definition 3.1.7: The signature matrix FS, is a matrix of dimension n×
m where the different fault signatures for every fault F = {F1, F2, . . . , Fm}
and every ARR ({ARR1, ARR2, . . . , ARRn}) are shown.

In Table 3.1 the single faults signature matrix for the polybox example is
shown, for the single faults of the components A1, A2, M1, M2, and M3.

5. Multiple Faults

If all the possible multiple faults are considered, by expanding the number
of columns of the signature matrix to 2m − 1, the case of multiple faults
can be dealt with. The obtaining of a theoretical signature of a multiple
fault is carried out from the signatures of single faults. Consider that Fj is
a multiple fault corresponding to the simultaneous occurrence of k single
faults F1, . . . , Fk, then the entries of the signature vector of Fj are given by

sij = 0, if si1 = si2 = . . . = sik = 0

sij = 1 otherwise, i.e., if ∃l ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that sil = 1

For the polybox example: the signature matrix in Table 3.1 extended to
double faults is shown in Table 3.2 (all signatures of triple faults and above
are identical to (1,1,1)).

The interpretation of multiple-fault signature entries is the same than for
single faults. Given the way multiple-fault signatures are derived from
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Table 3.2: Polybox double faults Signature Matrix

FA1 FA2 FM1 FM2 FM3 FA1 FA1 FA1 FA1 FA2 FA2 FA2 FM1 FM1 FM2

A2 M1 M2 M3 M1 M2 M3 M2 M3 M3

ARR1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1
ARR2 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
ARR3 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

single-fault signatures, this interpretation implies that the simultaneous
occurrence of several faults is not expected to lead to situations in which
the faults compensate, resulting in the nonobservation of the multiple
fault. As will be stated later more formally, this is known as the multiple-
fault exoneration (MF-exo) assumption, which is a generalization of the
exoneration assumption defined for single faults.

6. Diagnosis

In the FDI approach, the diagnosis is given by the signature faults in the
signature matrix. This is, with the observed values OBS the ARRs are
instantiated. All the val(ri) are determined, and can be compared to the
theoretical signatures in the signature matrix. That can give us the idea
of what components can be responsible of the occurred faults.

Definition 3.1.8: The signature of a given observation OBS is a binary
vector OS = [OS1, . . . , OSn]T where OSi = 0 if and only if val(ri, OBS) =
0, and OSi = 1 otherwise.

The whole process of diagnosis counts on some steps, which must be exe-
cuted in an order. First of all, the available noise and disturbance models
[1] must be taken into account to determine whether the relatives of the
different ARRs are zero or not.

Then, once the relatives are calculated, it is the moment to compare the
signature matrix to the observed signature. This is a decision-making
problem, of which solution is to define the consistency criterion as follows:

Definition 3.1.9: An observed signature OS = [OS1, . . . , OSn]T is con-
sistent with a fault signature FSj = [s1j , . . . , snj ]T if and only if OSi = sij

for all i.

This consistency criterion has a clear semantic. It is therefore appropriate
to compare the obtained diagnosis results with the results obtained by the
logical approach. The FDI community generally accepts an approximate
matching using a weaker similarity-based consistency criterion [6], due to
in some practical situations an strict equality is too demanding.

Definition 3.1.10: The diagnosis sets are given by the faults whose
signatures are consistent with the observed signature.

Table 3.3 shows the diagnosis sets for the polybox system, for the single
and double faults in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 respectively. In this table,
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Table 3.3: Polybox FDI diagnosis results for different observation signatures
OS

ARR1 0 0 1 1 1
ARR2 0 1 0 1 1
ARR3 0 1 1 0 1

Single Fault Diagnoses none A2; M3 A1; M1 M2 none
Multiple Fault Diagnoses none (A2, M3) (A1, M1) none All double

faults but
(A1, M1)
and (A2,
M3) +
supersets

it is possible to see that in (0,1,1) and (1,0,1) the double faults are the
composition of the two single faults of each observed signature. Therefore,
these double faults do not give us more information.

Another interesting information is that ARR3 does not give us any use-
ful information in the observations (0,0,0), (0,1,1) and (1,0,1), since the
diagnosis sets can be obtained applying the procedure only to ARR1 and
ARR2:

(OS1, OS2) = (0, 0) : no fault

(OS1, OS2) = (0, 1) : A2 or M3 faulty

(OS1, OS2) = (1, 0) : A1 or M1 faulty

Nevertheless, the observation of ARR3 is needed for the disambiguation
of (OS1, OS2) = (1, 1).

Some works in the FDI community ([22], [32]) have been centered in pro-
viding a specific structure to the signature matrix. In order to do that,
the idea is to obtain a set of residuals where every residual is influenced
by a subset of faults.

DX Logical Diagnosis Approach

This proposal is based on a logical theory of diagnosis proposed by Reiter [39].
This theory is considered the diagnosis from first principles, since it is based
on a description of the system together with observations of the behavior of the
system that allow us to see that the system is not working as it is expected.
The diagnosis from first principles tries to find the components of the system
that makes possible the restoring of the system, since they are not assumed to
be working correctly.

This approach was extended and formalized in [30], and was also called the
consistency-based approach.

1. System Model
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The description of the behavior of the system is component-oriented and
rests on first-order logic. The components are those elements subject to
faults and that are part of the diagnosis of the system.

Definition 3.1.11: A system model is a pair {SD, COMPS} where

(a) the system description (SD), is a set of first-order logic formulas with
equality;

(b) COMPS, the components of the system.

The system descrption uses the predicate AB, which means abnormal.
Being c a component of COMPS, ¬AB(c) describes the case where the
component c is behaving correctly.

In the same way that in the previous approach (FDI approach), the poly-
box system will be used to describe the DX Logical Diagnosis Approach.
Therefore, these are the system description and the set COMPS for the
polybox example:

COMPS = {A1, A2,M1,M2,M3}
SD = {

ADD(x) ∧ ¬AB(x) ⇒ Output(x) = Input1(x) + Input2(x)
MULT (x) ∧ ¬AB(x) ⇒ Output(x) = Input1(x) ∗ Input2(x)
ADD(A1), ADD(A2),MULT (M1),MULT (M2),MULT (M3)
Output(M1) = Input1(A1)
Output(M2) = Input2(A1)
Output(M2) = Input1(A2)
Output(M3) = Input2(A2)
Input2(M1) = Input1(M3)
}

In the description of the system in the DX approach, it is possible to
describe the behavior of each component indicating explicitly if a compo-
nent is working normally or not with the predicate AB in the formulas.
This differs from the description of the system in the FDI approach. The
formulas used for describing the behavior of the components are normally
expressed by constraints. That is the reason why a constraint solver is
needed.

For the polybox example: The two first constraints above can be rewritten
as

ADD(x) ∧ ¬AB(x) ⇒ Output(x) := Input1(x) + Input2(x)
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ADD(x) ∧ ¬AB(x) ⇒ Input1(x) := Output(x)− Input2(x)

ADD(x) ∧ ¬AB(x) ⇒ Input2(x) := Output(x)− Input1(x)

MULT (x) ∧ ¬AB(x) ⇒ Output(x) := Input1(x) ∗ Input2(x)

MULT (x) ∧ ¬AB(x) ∧ Input2(x) 6= 0 ⇒ Input1(x) := Output(x)
Input2(x)

MULT (x) ∧ ¬AB(x) ∧ Input1(x) 6= 0 ⇒ Input2(x) := Output(x)
Input1(x)

2. Diagnosis Problem

The expected behavior of a system is described by the system model.
When some discrepancies between that behavior and the observations ex-
ist, we are faced with a diagnosis problem.

Definition 3.1.12: A set of observations OBS is a set of first-order
formulas.

Supposing that the inputs of the polybox are a = 2, b = 2, c = 3, d = 3, e =
2, and the outputs f = 10, g = 12 in response. The set of observations is
represented by

OBS = {Input1(M1) = 2, Input2(M1) = 3, Input1(M2) = 2,

Input2(M2) = 3, Input2(M3) = 2,

Output(A1) = 10, Output(A2) = 12}

Definition 3.1.13: A diagnosis problem is a triple {SD,COMPS,OBS},
where {SD, COMPS} is a system model and OBS a set of observations.

This definition is similar to Definition 3.1.3, with each fault corresponding
to a set of components ∆, ∆ ⊆ COMPS, described by

∧
c∈∆ AB(c)

3. Diagnosis

The diagnosis of a system is the supposition that some components of the
system are not behaving normally. The observations and the knowledge
about the system must be consistent with this conjecture. Thus, a diag-
nosis is given by an assignment of a behavioral mode, AB or ¬AB, to
each component of the system in a way consistent with the observations
and the model.

Definition 3.1.14: A diagnosis for {SD, COMPS, OBS} is a set of com-
ponents ∆ ⊆ COMPS such that: SD ∪ OBS ∪ {AB(c) | c ∈ ∆} ∪
{¬AB(c) | c ∈ COMPS − ∆} is consistent. A minimal diagnosis is a
diagnosis ∆, such that ∀∆′ ⊂ ∆, ∆′ is not a diagnosis.

According ti the premise that the least complex explanation of a problem
is the best, minimal diagnoses are preferred to others. It is formalized in
the next Proposition:
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Proposition 3.1.1: If every occurrence in the clausal form of SD ∪
OBS of an AB-literal is positive, the minimal diagnoses are sufficient to
characterize all the diagnoses, i.e., the diagnoses are exactly the supersets
of the minimal diagnoses.

There are three ways to define SDs:

• With explicit fault models, of the form ABi(x) ⇒ FMi, where FM
is a formula that describes a faulty behavior of x.

• With exoneration models, of the form CM ⇒ ¬AB(x), where CM is
a formula describing the correct behavior of x, expressing sufficient
conditions of correctness.

• With necessary conditions of correct behavior of the form ¬AB(x) ⇒
CM . This is a particular case where the condition in Proposition
3.1.1 is satisfied. When the SD is limited to correct behavioral mod-
els expressed as necessary conditions, the diagnoses are characterized
as superset of the minimal diagnoses.

In order to compute diagnoses based on Definition 3.1.14, a possible idea
is to use a generate and test algorithm. The main problem is that this
kind of algorithm is very inefficient, since their way to proceed is to select
all the subsets of components, generating first the minimal ones, and test
that subsets for consistency.

Most of the algorithms implemented by the DX community are based on
the concept of conflict set, introduced in [39], and called R-conflict. Its
definition is as follows:

Definition 3.1.15: An R-conflict for {SD,COMPS,OBS} is a set of
components C = {c1, . . . , ck} ⊆ COMPS such that SD∪OBS∪{¬AB(c) |
c ∈ C} is consistent, i.e., SD∪OBS = ∨c∈CAB(c). A minimal R-conflict
is an R-conflict which does not strictly include (set inclusion) any R-
conflict.

It is not possible that all the components of an R-conflict have a normal
behavior. At least one component must be behaving abnormally in order
to explain the observations. In the last expression of Definition 2.15, it
can be seen that an R-conflict identifies with a positive AB-clause which
is an implicate of the SD and the observations.

Table 3.4 shows the different R-conflicts found for every different example
of observations.

Once the definition of minimal R-conflict is presented, it is interesting to
explain how the minimal R-conflicts are used to compute minimal diag-
noses. The use of minimal R-conflicts can give us a characterization of
minimal diagnoses and, due to Proposition 3.1.1, they can also provide
a characterization of all diagnoses. This characterization is based on the
definition of minimal hitting set, which is as follows:
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Table 3.4: R-Conflicts for the polybox example

observations R-conflicts
f = 10, g = 12 {A1, M1, M2}

{A1, A2, M1, M3}
f = 12, g = 10 {A2, M2, M3}

{A1, A2, M1, M3}
f = 10, g = 10 {A1, M1, M2}

{A2, M2, M3}
f = 10, g = 14 {A2, M2, M3}

{A1, M1, M2}
{A1, A2, M1, M3}

Table 3.5: Polybox DX diagnosis results for different observation signatures
OBS

f = 12 12 10 10 10
g = 12 10 12 10 14

Minimal
R− conflicts

none {A2, M2, M3},
{A1, A2,
M1, M3}

{A1, M1, M2},
{A1, A2,
M1, M3}

{A1, M1, M2},
{A2, M2, M3}

{A1, M1, M2},
{A1, A2,
M1, M3},
{A2, M2, M3}

Minimal
Diagnoses

{} {A2};
{M3};
{A1, M2};
{M1, M2}

{A1};
{M1};
{A2, M2};
{M2, M3}

{M2};
{A1, A2};
{A1, M3};
{A2, M1};
{M1, M3}

{A1, A2};
{A1, M2};
{A1, M3};
{A2, M1};
{A2, M2};
{M1, M2};
{M1, M3};
{M2, M3}

Definition 3.1.16: A hitting set for a collection C of sets is a set H
which H ⊆ ∪{S | S ∈ C} such that H ∩S 6= {} for each S ∈ C. A hitting
set is minimal if and only if no proper subset of it is a hitting set for C.

A hitting set intersects each set of the collection. Obviously, in order
to compute the minimal hitting sets of a collection C of sets, only those
elements in C which are minimal have to be considered.

Proposition 3.1.2: ∆ is a (minimal) diagnosis for (SD,COMPS,OBS)
if and only if ∆ is a (minimal) hitting set for the collection of (minimal)
R-conflicts for (SD,COMPS,OBS).

For the example of the polybox: see Table 3.5, which presents the diagnosis
results for different observation signatures.

A more general characterization of conflicts and diagnoses, available with
exoneration models and with fault models, can be found in [30], allowing
to get conflicts and diagnoses from prime implicates and prime implicants
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of the logical theory and giving then a way of computing diagnoses using
a theorem prover.

Bridge between DX and FDI

This subsection discusses the equivalence between the DX and FDI approaches,
seen in the previous subsections.

The concepts presented in both approaches have certain paralelism, even the
formulation of the diagnosis problem or the concept of fault for each approach.

New concepts are introduced, and the formal match between the two ap-
proaches is presented.

1. Equivalence between SM and SD

Both FDI and DX approaches are model-based. That model describes the
behavior of the system. Each one presents a different description of the
system to diagnose:

• In FDI, the system model SM is defined as the behavioral model BM
and the observation model OM . BM is the set of relations defining
the system behavior, normally with constraints between variables.
OM is the set of relations defining the observations that are per-
formed on the system and the sensor models. Most works in the
FDI community do not explicitly use the concept of component, and
BM describes the system as a whole, using e.g., state-space models.
When the models that are used are based on components, the shared
variables include the knowledge of the topology of the system. The
definition of which variables of the system are available from the sen-
sors and the sensor models is given by OM . In the simplest cases,
the behavioral law of a nonfaulty sensor just equals some variable to
the sensor output (an observed variable belonging to O): a = aobs.

• In DX, the description of the system is component-oriented. The
components ate those elements subject to faults and that are part
of the diagnosis of the system. Therefore, In DX, a system model is
composed of the system description SD, which includes topological
knowledge, and the components of the system COMPS.

With respect to the model of the system, the main differences between
both approaches are:

• DX presents the AB predicate, which makes explicit the assumption
of correct behavior of a component. So, if F is a formula describing
the correct behavior of a component c, SM just contains F (which
implicitly means that the behavior of ¬AB(c) is given by F ) whereas
SD explicitly contains the formula: ¬AB(c) ⇒ F .

• Very often, the observation model OM is not present in DX. The
equality a = aobs for each variable in O is thus implicitly assumed,
and sensor faults are dealt with considering sensors as components.
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To achieve a suitable comparison framework, further developments assume
that the following property holds.

System Representation Equivalence (SRE) Property: Let SM and SD re-
spectively be a FDI and a DX model of the same system. The SRE
property is true if each formula of SM representing (part of) a behavioral
law of a component or sensor c appears on the right-hand side of an impli-
cation in SD, the left-hand side of which is ¬AB(c) and conversely. SM
is then simply obtained from SD by substituting False to all occurrences
of the AB predicate.

In the following, due to the SRE property, SM and SD are equally used.
The restriction of SM (SD) to the behavioral law(s) of a set of components
C is denoted by SM(C)(SD(C)).

2. Equivalence between FDI and DX Observations

In DX, the set of observations is expressed as a set of first-order formulas.
It is hence possible to express disjunctions of observations, which provides
a powerful language. However, very often, only conjunctions of atomic
formulas are used. In FDI, the observations are always conjunctions of
equalities assigning a real value and/or possibly an interval value to an
observed variable. In the following, it is assumed that we have the same
observation language. In both FDI and DX approaches, OBS is identical
and made up of relations aobs = v, which assign a value v to an observed
variable.

3. FDI and DX Faults

DX adopts a component-centered modelling approach and defines a diag-
nosis as a set of faulty components. In FDI the concept of component
is not in general the central one. Whereas DX abstracts the diagnosis
process at the component level, FDI studies in depth the analysis down
to variables and parameters. FDI faults hence rather correspond to the
DX concept of fault mode. In general, several parameters can be associ-
ated with a given component, giving rise to different fault modes. The
difference is that FDI faults are viewed as deviations with respect to the
models of normal behavior whereas in DX logical view the faulty behavior
cannot be predicted from the normal model and the involved parameters.
For deterministic models, two kinds of deviations are considered.

• In the system parameters, which may take values different from the
nominal ones. These are referred to as multiplicative faults.

• In known variables associated to the sensors and actuators. These
are referred to as additive faults.

Thus, the columns of the signature matrix are generally associated with
variables and parameters. The link between additive/multiplicative faults
and components is hence easy to establish: sensor and actuator faults are
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generally modelled as additive faults whereas system component faults are
modelled as multiplicative faults.

Note that, in FDI, system parameters may be physical parameters when
the models are issued from physical first principles, or so called structural
parameters when, typically, the model is the result of black-box identifica-
tion. Structural parameters have no straightforward physical semantics.
However, in some cases, it is possible to establish the (nonnecessarily one-
to-one) correspondence with physical parameters. In the two cases, the
model developer must be able to make the link between parameters and
physical components if the goal is fault isolation. On the other hand,
linking variables to sensors and actuators is straightforward.

Conversely, the DX approach could easily account for FDI fault models by
expressing the model at a finer granularity level. For instance, considering
a single-input single-output (static) component c whose behavior depends
on two parameters θ1 and θ2, the standard DX model given by

COMPONENT (x)¬AB(x) ⇒ Output(x) = f(Input(x), θ1, θ2)

COMPONENT (C)

could be replaced by

COMPONENT (x)∨PARAMETER1(y)∨PARAMETER2(z)

∨¬AB(x) ∨ ¬AB(y) ∨ ¬AB(z) ⇒ Output(x) = f(Input(x), y, z)

PARAMETER1(θ1), PARAMETER2(θ2)

COMPONENT (c).

The component-based DX approach can hence be generalized by allowing
the set COMPS to include not only components (including sensors and
actuators), but also parameters. This framework is adopted in the follow-
ing, COMPS standing for the set of generalized components, in one-to-one
correspondence with FDI faults.

4. ARRs Versus R-Conflicts

In the two approaches, the diagnosis process begins when there are some
discrepancies between the modelled (correct) behavior and the observa-
tions (OBS). As seen in the subsection about DX, diagnoses are generated
from the identification of R-conflicts, where an R-conflict is a set of com-
ponents whose correctness support a discrepancy. In the ARR framework,
discrepancies come from ARRs, which are not satisfied by OBS.

The fundamental correspondence between ARRs and R-conflicts is estab-
lished using the following definitions and property.

Definition 3.1.17. The support of an ARR ARRi is the set of compo-
nents (columns of the signature matrix) with a nonzero element in the row
corresponding to this ARRi.
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Definition 3.1.18. The scope of a component cj is the set of ARRs (rows
of the signature matrix) with a nonzero element in the column correspond-
ing to cj .

Previously in this section, ARRs have been defined with respect to a
syntactic property (observed variables), and sets of ARRs are supposed to
be complete, in the sense that they are sensitive to relevant faults. Note
that proving this property in the general case amounts to prove a general
diagnosability property of faults. It will be taken as an assumption, to be
proven for particular systems under consideration, and moreover make a
distinction between the standard view of completeness in FDI and a view
taking ARR supports into account.

ARR-d-Completeness Property: A set E of ARRs is said to be d-complete
if:

• E is finite

• for any OBS, if SM∪OBS |=⊥, then ∃ ARRi ∈ E such that {ARRi}
∪ OBS |=⊥

ARR-i-Completeness Property: A set E of ARRs is said to be i-complete
if:

• E is finite

• for any set C of components, C ⊆ COMPS, and for any OBS, if
SM(C)∪OBS |=⊥, then ∃ ARRi ∈ E such that the support of ARRi

is included in C and {ARRi} ∪ OBS |=⊥

It will be clear from the comparison that d-completeness guarantees de-
tectability, and i-completeness refers to isolation.

Proposition 3.1.3. Assuming the SRE property, let OBS be a set of
observations for a system modelled by SM (or SD).

(a) Given an ARR ARRi violated by OBS, the support of ARR is an
R-conflict.

(b) If E is a d-complete set of ARRs, then if there exists an R-conflict
for (SD, COMPS,OBS), there exists an ARR ARRi ∈ E violated
by OBS.

(c) If E is i-complete, then given an R-conflict C for (SD,COMPS,OBS),
there exists an ARR ARRi ∈ E violated by OBS whose support is
included in C.

Proof:

(a) By hypothesis, {ARRi} ∪ OBS |=⊥; since, if C is the support of
ARRi, ARRi is a consequence of SM(C), it follows that SM(C) ∪
OBS |=⊥, i.e., C is an R-conflict.
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(b) Suppose now that an R-conflict has been detected and that E is
d-complete. Since an R-conflict exists, SM ∪ OBS |=⊥, and d-
completeness gives an ARRi ∈ E such that {ARRi} ∪ OBS |=⊥.

(c) Last, let C be an R-conflict and suppose that E is i-complete. By def-
inition of R-conflicts, one has SM(C)∪OBS |=⊥, and i-completeness
gives the result.

In consequence, the support of an ARR can be defined as a potential R-
conflict (the related concept of possible conflict in [37]).

Corollary 3.1.1: If both the SRE property holds and the ARR-i-completeness
holds, the set of minimal R-conflicts for OBS and the set of minimal sup-
ports of ARRs (taken in any i-complete set of ARRs) violated by OBS
are identical.

For the example of the polybox system: The potential R-conflicts are:
C1 = {A1,M1, M2} (support of ARR1), C2 = {A2,M2,M3} (support of
ARR2) and C3 = {A1, A2,M1,M3} (support of ARR3).

With f = 10 and g = 12, ARR1 and ARR3 are not satisfied, which gives
rise to the minimal R-conflicts C1 and C3.

With f = 10 and g = 10, ARR1 and ARR2 are not satisfied, which gives
rise to the minimal R-conflicts C1 and C2.

With f = 10 and g = 14, ARR1, ARR2 and ARR3 are not satisfied,
which gives rise to the minimal R-conflicts C1, C2 and C3.

Given SM , COMPS, OBS, the equivalence between really computed
minimal R-conflicts for that OBS and minimal supports of those really
computed ARRs which are falsified by OBS, depends both on the ex-
istence of a complete problem solver for DX (computation of prime im-
plicates) and of a computable i-complete set of ARRs. Proposition 3.1.3
and Corollary 3.1.1 state the conditions under which a formal equivalence
holds. This is a key point of the comparison between the FDI and DX
approaches.

5. Matrix Framework

The FDI approach uses the signature matrix with ARRs in rows and sets of
components in columns. Given an observation OBS, diagnosis is achieved
by identifying those columns, which are identical (or closest with respect
to a distance function) to the observed signature.

In the DX approach, it has been seen that (minimal) diagnoses are ob-
tained as (minimal) hitting sets of the collection of (OBS-) R-conflicts.
Under the assumption of i-completeness, such R-conflicts can be viewed as
the supports of those ARRs which are not satisfied by OBS, i.e., looking
at the corresponding set of rows I. A (minimal) hitting set of the collec-
tion of R-conflicts can thus be viewed as a (minimal) set J of singleton
columns (i.e., columns corresponding to one single component) such that
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each of the rows of I intersects at least one column of J (i.e., has a nonzero
element in this column).

It is thus quite natural to adopt this matrix framework as a formal basis
on which to compare the two approaches.

Let SARR = {ARRi|i = 1 . . . n} be a set, assumed to be i-complete, of
ARRs and COMPS = {cj |j = 1 . . . m} be the set of components of the
system. FS = [sij ]i=1...n,j=1...m is the signature matrix. The jth column
of FS is the signature of a fault on cj and is noted FSj .

Definition 3.1.19. Any observation OBS splits the set SARR into two
subsets. The subset of ARRs which are violated, i.e., {ARRi ≡ (ri =
0)|val(ri, OBS) 6= 0}, is defined as Rfalse. The subset of ARRs which are
satisfied, i.e., {ARRi ≡ (ri = 0)|val(ri, OBS) = 0}, is defined as Rtrue.
Obviously, one has Rtrue = SARR \Rfalse.

OBS is thus described through its signature OS, which is the binary
column vector defined by: for all i = 1 . . . n,OSi = 1 if ARRi ∈ Rfalse and
OSi = 0 if ARRi ∈ Rtrue. This is equivalent to: OSi = FaOBS(ARRi),
where FaOBS stands for ”not satisfied” and denotes the falsity value of
the relation ARRi with respect to OBS.

The FDI theory compares the observed signature to the fault signatures
whereas DX considers each line corresponding to an ARR in Rfalse sep-
arately, isolating R-conflicts before searching for a common explanation.
In the following, these approaches are called column view and line view,
respectively.

6. Multiple Faults

In the matrix framework proposed above, the DX approach deals with
multiple faults by implicitly considering sets of singleton columns. By
default, there is no limitation on the number of possible simultaneous
faults: minimal diagnoses are built as minimal hitting sets of the collection
of minimal R-conflicts and are not limited in size. Single and multiple
faults are thus dealt with in exactly the same framework.

In the FDI approach, as seen previously, dealing with multiple faults re-
quires adding new columns to FS, corresponding to the considered multiple
faults (a maximum of 2|COMPS| − |COMPS| − 1 if all possible multiple
faults are considered). Let us call the MF property the constraint which
has to be satisfied by the new columns.

For J = {j1, . . . , jk} ⊆ {1, . . . , m}, let us note Cj the subset {cj/j ∈ J},
and siJ the matrix element of FS at row i and column FSJ (meaning the
column added for Cj representing a multiple fault). Then, for any row i,
we have

siJ 6= 0 if and only if ∃µ1 ≤ µ ≤ ksijµ
6= 0 (MFproperty)

The correspondence between the DX and the FDI perspectives in the case
of multiple faults can now be checked. Let the set of singleton columns
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{FSji
, . . . , FSjk

} be one hitting set of a rows set I. {FSji
, . . . , FSjk

} is
viewed as a new column FSJ corresponding to CJ = {Cji

, . . . , Cjk
}. It

results from the hitting set definition that each row of I must intersect the
column FSJ if and only if it intersects at least one of the FSjµ

columns.
The column FSJ must have thus a nonzero element in a given row i of I
if and only if at least one of the FSjµ

columns has a nonzero element in
row i, i.e., FSJ exactly verifies the MF property.

As the extended matrix is computed for any possible set I of rows, the MF
property has to hold for each row i and extended column FSJ . Conse-
quently, the correspondence between the DX and FDI approaches is shown
to be well stated in the matrix framework.

The MF property expresses the intuitive idea that a multiple fault may
affect an ARR if and only if at least one of the single faults it is made up
of may affect this ARR. This means that the scope of a multiple fault is
the union of the scopes of its single-fault constituents.

The MF property implies an assumption on the way multiple faults man-
ifest themselves in relation with the manifestation of single faults (for
instance, no compensation or MF-exo assumption). The next subsection
discusses this point and shows that the MF property has to be adapted
with respect to the assumptions that are made about the combination of
the effects of the single faults.

Comparing DX and FDI approaches assumptions and results

This subsection makes an intensive comparison of the DX and FDI approaches.
It is shown that every approach adopts different diagnosis exoneration assump-
tions by default. Under the same assumptions, in particular with no exoneration
at all, it is shown that the results provided by both approaches are identical and
the theoretical proofs are included.

For explicitness purpose, the formulas corresponding to the different assump-
tion cases used in the comparison are labelled as explained: C/LV: Column/Line
View, S/MF: Single/Multiple Fault, (no-)exo: (no) ARR-based exoneration.

1. Exoneration Assumptions for the Comparison

The originality and the power of both the FDI and DX approaches re-
sult from the fact that they are based only on the correct behavior of the
components: no model of faulty behavior is needed. Nevertheless, dif-
ferent assumptions are adopted by default by each approach, leading to
different computations of the diagnoses. These assumptions concern the
manifestations of the faults through observations.

The DX approach makes absolutely no assumption about how a compo-
nent may behave when it is faulty. This is because this approach is only
based on a reductio ad absurdum principle: any discrepancy between the
correct model and the observations necessarily implies that a component
is faulty. This ensures the fundamental property of the DX approach,
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i.e., its logical soundness. In the matrix framework, this means that, for
any given OBS, only those rows (ARRs) which are not satisfied by OBS
are considered: for each one, its support constitutes the associated R-
conflict. Possible diagnoses (sets of faulty components) are built from
these R-conflicts. However, the DX approach allows one to state an ex-
plicit exoneration assumption at the level of every component: assume
any component, the model of which is satisfied in a given context, correct
in this context. Beyond the default assumption of DX (nothing assumed
about faulty behavior), this exoneration assumption is equivalent to state
that the occurrence of any fault always manifests in the sense that a faulty
component does not behave according to its corresponding model. This
hypothesis is commonly expressed explicitly in SD by modelling compo-
nents with biconditionals (relating the explicit correctness assumption and
the functioning law). Note that, as conditions of Proposition 3.1.1 are no
more satisfied in this case, only minimal diagnoses are still characterized
in terms of R-conflicts, a superset of a diagnosis being not in general a
diagnosis. We do refer to this assumption as to the component-based
exoneration (COMP-exo) assumption.

Definition 3.1.20 (COMP-Exo Assumption): If the correct behav-
ioral model of a component is satisfied in a given context (given observa-
tion OBS and assumption of correct behavior of some given components),
then this component is assumed to be correct in this context.

Conversely, the FDI approach is based on a direct reasoning about the
effects of a fault (column), viewed as a nonsatisfaction of the correct be-
havioral model of the corresponding component, on the ARRs (rows). In
addition to the obvious fact that a fault cannot affect an ARR which it
is not in its scope, which is the direct reasoning used in DX, the idea is
that a fault necessarily manifests itself by affecting the ARRs in its scope,
causing them not to be satisfied by any given OBS. Hence, given OBS,
not only, as in DX, is any component in the support of a nonsatisfied
ARR a fault candidate, but also any component in the support of a sat-
isfied ARR is implicitly exonerated (satisfied rows are thus also used in
the reasoning). In fact this result is not sound but rests on an ARR-based
exoneration (ARR-exo) assumption, which is implicitly made in the FDI
approach and has to be considered explicitly in order to compare the FDI
approach with the DX approach.

Definition 3.1.21 (ARR-Exo Assumption): A set of faulty compo-
nents necessarily shows its faulty behavior, i.e., causes any ARR in its
scope not to be satisfied by any given OBS. Or, equivalently, given OBS,
each component of the support of a satisfied ARR is exonerated, i.e., is
considered as functioning properly.

In the following, the comparison between DX and FDI approaches is made
only in the case of no-exoneration at all, i.e., no COMP-exo in DX (which
is the default case) and no ARR-exo in FDI (which is not the default case).
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The comparison of the FDI ARR-exo assumption and the DX COMP-exo
assumption has been made, relying on the concept of alibi [38].

2. No-Exoneration Case

Under the SRE property, the no-exoneration case is now given a formal
account in the matrix framework previously introduced, in order to specify
formally which (sets of) components have to be considered as diagnoses
in each case.

From the matrix viewpoint, the fact that ARRi, if satisfied by OBS, exon-
erates cj appears in FS as sij = 1. In order to release the default ARR-exo
assumption in the FDI approach, it is necessary to express that a faulty
component may or may not affect the ARRs in its scope. To make the
difference with the previous case, the symbol X can be used instead of 1
for this purpose. We can now represent the fact that cj belongs to the
support of ARRi but is not necessarily exonerated when ARRi is satisfied
by OBS, by sij = X. The semantics of sij = X is thus: a fault in cj

can explain why ARRi is not satisfied by OBS, but ARRi may happen
to be satisfied by OBS even when cj is faulty (to be compared with the
semantics of sij = 1: a fault in cj implies that ARRi cannot be satisfied
by any OBS).

The generalized use of an exoneration assumption for each component of
the support of each ARR is called the exoneration case and corresponds to
the assumption by default of the FDI approach (elements of FS take their
values in {0, 1}). As stated above, in the present comparison, we consider
only the total lack of exoneration, called the no-exoneration case (elements
of FS take their values in {0, X}). In this later case, definitions 3.1.17 and
3.1.18 translate to: the support of an ARRi is the set {cj |sij = X}; the
scope of a component cj is the set {ARRi|sij = X}.

(a) SF-No-Exo Case: The column associated with the faulty component
must have X in nonsatisfied rows and 0 or X in satisfied rows. In
this column view, the matching of the observed signature with a fault
signature is thus based on the fact that an X in the fault signature
is consistent with either a 0 or a 1 in the observed signature. So, it
is just like using only nonsatisfied rows: the faulty component must
have X in each such row.
So acceptable diagnoses are those {cj} verifying

Rfalse ⊆ Scope(cj), (CV − SF − no− exo).
In the line view, {cj} is an acceptable diagnosis if it hits all the
supports of not satisfied ARRs; that is to say
∀i(ARRi ∈ Rfalse ⇒ cj ∈ Support(ARRi)), (LV−SF−no−exo).

(LV-SF-no-exo) and (CV-SF-no-exo) are straightforwardly equiva-
lent, because each one is equivalent to: ∀i(FaOBS(ARRi) = 1 ⇒
sij = X).
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Table 3.6: Polybox Extended Signature Matrix Without Exoneration

FA1 FA2 FM1 FM2 FM3 FA1 FA1 FA1 FA1 FA2 FA2 FA2 FM1 FM1 FM2

A2 M1 M2 M3 M1 M2 M3 M2 M3 M3

ARR1 X 0 X X 0 X X X X X X 0 X X X
ARR2 0 X 0 X X X 0 X X X X X X X X
ARR3 X X X 0 X X X X X X X X X X X

We have thus the following result.
Theorem 3.1.1: Under the assumption of i-completeness, FDI single-
fault diagnoses in the ARR-no-exoneration case are identical to nonempty
DX single-fault diagnoses.
For the polybox example: Releasing the exoneration assumption in
the polybox example leads to the single-fault signature matrix dis-
played in Table 3.6.
The following results are then obtained:

• With outputs f = 10 and g = 12, i.e., observed signature (1,0,1),
there are two single-fault diagnoses {A1} and {M1}.

• With outputs f = 10 and g = 10, i.e., observed signature (1,1,0),
there is only one single-fault diagnosis {M2}.

• With outputs f = 10 and g = 14, i.e., observed signature (1,1,1),
there is no single-fault diagnosis.

• With outputs f = 12 and g = 12, i.e., observed signature (0,0,0),
there are five single-fault diagnosis.

These results obtained by FDI are identical to those obtained previ-
ously by DX.
Lets remark also that, except in the case of normal observation (null
observed signature), these results are the same as under the default
exo assumption. This is because, as each one of the ARRs can be
derived from the other two, the observed signatures (1,0,0), (0,1,0),
and (0,0,1) are physically impossible. But this would not be the
case in general. For instance, it is not the case here for the normal
observation f = 12, g = 12, i.e., observed signature (0,0,0): in the
exo case, no single-fault diagnosis exists, when in the no-exo case
seen in the diagnosis subsection of the FDI approach, five single-fault
diagnoses corresponding to the five components are proposed.

(b) MF-No-Exo Case: In this case, (CV-SF-no-exo) can be straightfor-
wardly extended to: CJ is a possible diagnosis if and only if

Rfalse ⊆ Scope(CJ) (CV −MF − no− exo).
No COMP-exo and multiple faults is the default case in DX. The way
the line view selects a set of column vectors to build the equivalent
extended matrix column interprets as follows: a multiple fault can
explain that a given ARR is not satisfied if and only if at least one of
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its faults can explain it, i.e., several faults never produce more/less
than the combination of their separate effects. On the other hand,
it is admitted that a faulty component does not necessarily affect an
ARR in its scope (no-exo) and that several faults may compensate
each other (compensation), resulting in a satisfied ARR.
With the help of the ordering 0 < X, the no-exoneration fault inter-
action law can be stated very simply, as follows:

siJ = supj∈J{sij}, (MF − no− exo).
Thus in the line view the diagnoses are the sets CJ such that
∀i(ARRi ∈ Rfalse ⇒ ∃j ∈ J,Cj ∈ Support(ARRi)), (LV −MF−

no− exo).
This, due to (MF-no-exo), translates to
∀i(ARRi ∈ Rfalse ⇒ CJ ∈ Support(ARRi))

that in turn is the same as Rfalse ⊆ Scope(CJ ), i.e., (CV-MF-no-
exo).
Theorem 3.1.2: Under the assumption of i-completeness, FDI diag-
noses in the ARR no-exoneration case are identical to nonempty DX
diagnoses.
For the polybox example: the extended signature matrix displayed
in Table 3.6 is obtained from the usual one by replacing each 1 by X
[all signatures of at least triple faults are identical to (X, X, X)].
The following results are then obtained.
• With outputs f = 10 and g = 12, i.e., observed signature (1,0,1),

there are four minimal diagnoses: the two single fault diagnoses
{A1} and {M1} and the two double-fault diagnoses {A2, M2}
and {M2, M3}, and 22 superset diagnoses.

• With outputs f = 10 and g = 10, i.e., observed signature (1,1,0),
there are five minimal diagnoses: the single fault diagnosis {M2}
and the four double-fault diagnoses {A1, A2}, {A1, M3}, {A2,
M1} and {M1, M3}, and 20 superset diagnoses.

• With outputs f = 10 and g = 14, i.e., observed signature (1,1,1),
there are eight minimal double-fault diagnoses: {A1, A2}, {A1,
M2}, {A1, M3}, {A2, M1}, {A2, M2}, {M1, M2}, {M1, M3}
and {M2, M3}, and 16 superset diagnoses.

These results obtained by FDI are identical to those obtained by DX
previously. In the case where f = 12 and g = 12, i.e., observed signa-
ture (0,0,0), any nonempty subset of components is a diagnosis: there
are 5 minimal single-fault diagnoses and 26 superset diagnoses. The
only difference between FDI and DX is that, the ”no-fault” column
of signature (0,0,0) is left implicit in the signature matrix.
It can be noticed that, except in the f = 10 and g = 14 case (where
anyhow, no exoneration can apply as no ARR is satisfied), these
results are different from those obtained under the default exo as-
sumption.
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3.1.2 Distributed Diagnosis

Once the most important techniques in centralized diagnosis have been pre-
sented, this section shows the background to the distributed diagnosis works.
Currently the hardware and software systems are generally composed of a large
number of distributed subsystems/components that interact with the physical
world via a set of users, sensors or actuators. Examples of such systems are
ad-hoc and mesh wireless networks, cars, industrial systems, business processes
and Web Services. Fault diagnosis permits us to determine why a system cor-
rectly designed does not work as it is expected. Therefore the main objective
of fault diagnosis is to identify the parts which fail in a system, for this rea-
son it proposes to find out the discrepancies between the observed and correct
behavior of a system, but when the observations are not known in a global way.

In the last decades, model-based diagnosis has been an active research topic
for the Artificial Intelligence community. It uses the explicit model of a system
in order to identify the subsystems that can generate faults. The system or
the process that incorporates diagnosis may reduce costs and provides more
security.

The first diagnosis tools could be considered as only one diagnostic agent
(diagnoser) with a model of the whole system to be diagnosed. However, the
total integration of knowledge into one model of the complex, dynamic or dis-
tributed systems is infeasible. In some systems, the knowledge integration can
proceed from different local diagnostic processes situated in different subsystems
(it is called spatially distributed) or from different fields of expertise (it is called
semantically distributed [20]).

As it was seen a the beginning of this section, the distributed diagnosis
can be classified in decentralized or distributed, depending on the degree of
distribution of the diagnosers associated to the subsystems and the supervision
process of them. In the following the most important works in this field are
presented, classified as decentralized or distributed approaches.

Decentralized approaches

In Console et al. [10] a framework for decentralized model-based diagnosis of
complex systems is proposed. The case considered is where subsystems are
developed independently along with their associated (or embedded) software
modules - in particular their diagnostic software. This is useful in those situa-
tions where subsystems are developed (possibly by different suppliers) without
a-priori knowledge of the system in which they will be exploited, or without
making assumptions on the role they will play in such system. A decentralized
architecture is described, where subsystems are analyzed by Local Diagnosers,
coordinated by a Supervisor. Within the framework, both the Local Diagnosers
and the Supervisor can be designed independently of each other, without any
advance information on how the subsystems will be connected (provided that
they share a common modelling ontology) and allowing also for runtime changes
in the overall system structure. Local diagnosers are thus loosely coupled and
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communicate with the Supervisor via a standard interface, supporting indepen-
dent implementations.

Distributed approaches

There are important papers that have define the most advances in the area of
diagnosis of distributed systems. Some of them are presented in the following.

In Frohlich et al. [20] an agent-based framework for the diagnosis of spatially
distributed systems is introduced. The motivation for such a framework is the
unnecessary complexity and communication overhead of centralized solutions.
Consider a distributed system with n nodes, e.g. a computer network consisting
of n machines. When using a centralized diagnosis system the size of the system
description (i.e. number of ground formulas) is linear in n. Diagnosis time
will usually be worse than linear in n [33]. Also all observations have to be
transmitted to the central diagnosis machine, causing a large communication
overhead.

This agent-based approach decomposes a system into a set of subsystems.
Each subsystem is diagnosed by an agent which has detailed knowledge over its
subsystem and an abstract view of the neighboring subsystems. Most faults can
be diagnosed locally within one subsystem. This decreases diagnosis time dra-
matically in large systems. In the case of the computer network most machines
in a subnet can usually fail without affecting machines in other subnets. Only
those computers in other subnets can be affected which have sent messages to
the faulty machine. Moreover, the local computation of diagnoses avoids the
communication overhead which would be needed to forward all observations to
the central diagnosis engine.

Those faults which affect more than one subsystem are diagnosed by the
agents cooperating with each other. The cooperation process is triggered locally
by an agent, when it realizes that it can not explain the observations by a fault
in its own subsystem. The cooperation process is guided by a small amount of
topological information.

In Provan [35] a new technique for diagnosing distributed systems using a
model-based approach is proposed. It assumes that a system consists of a set
of inter-connected components. Each one of the components computes a local
diagnosis. It adopts the structure-based diagnosis framework of [12] for synthe-
sizing component diagnoses into globally-sound diagnoses, where we obtain the
structure from the component connectivity. Unlike previous approaches that
compute diagnoses using the system observations and a system description [12]
[31], it transforms the component diagnosis synthesis into the space of minimal
diagnoses. Assuming that each component can compute a local minimal diag-
nosis based only on sensors internal to that component and knowledge only of
the component system description, it describes an algorithm that guarantees a
globally sound, complete and minimal diagnosis for the complete system. This
algorithm uses as input the directed graph (digraph) describing the connectiv-
ity of distributed components,with arc directionality derived from the causal
relation between the the components. Given that real-world graphs of this type
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are either tree-structured or can be converted to tree-structured graphs, it is
proposed a graph-based message-passing algorithm which passes diagnoses as
messages and synthesizes local diagnoses into a globally minimal diagnosis in a
two-phase process. By compiling diagnoses for collections of components (as de-
termined by the graph’s topology), it can significantly improve the performance
of distributed embedded systems. It is shown how this approach can be used for
the distributed diagnosis of systems with arbitrary topologies by transforming
such topologies into trees.

One important point to stress is that this approach synthesizes diagnoses
computed locally, and places no restriction on the technique used to compute
each local diagnosis (e.g., neural network, Bayesian network, etc.), provided
that each local diagnosis is a least-cost or most-likely diagnosis. The synthe-
sis approach takes this set of self-diagnosing sub-systems, together with the
connectivity of these sub-systems, to compute globally-consistent diagnoses.

In Roos et al. [40] it is analyzed the problem of multi-agent diagnosis when
knowledge is semantically distributed over the agents. Especially the case that
the agents’ knowledge concerning the faulty behavior of some components is
incorrect has been considered. A solution based on an abstraction hierarchy
on the fault modes is proposed in the mentioned paper, and a protocol for
determining the global diagnoses with a minimal number of broken components
is given.

A knowledge distribution over multiple agents induces a division of a system
into several subsystems. In the case of a semantical knowledge distribution,
each agent makes diagnosis of a different aspect of the system.

The contribution presented in Biteus et al. [3] is a method that calculates
the diagnoses with minimal cardinality in a distributed system. A distributed
system consists of a set of agents, where an agent is a more or less independent
software entity [44]. The diagnoses can, in distributed systems, be divided
into two different levels, global diagnoses that are diagnoses for the complete
distributed system and local diagnoses that are diagnoses for a single agent.
The method designed in [3] first calculates the set of minimal local diagnoses
in each agent. These sets of minimal local diagnoses are then used to calculate
the set of global diagnoses with minimal cardinality.

The work in [3] was inspired by diagnosis in distributed embedded systems
used in automotive vehicles and especially that in a heavy-duty vehicle from
Scania. These systems typically consist of precomputed diagnostic tests that
are evaluated in the different agents, which in the automotive industry corre-
spond to Electronic Control Units (ECUs). The results from the diagnostic
tests can be used to calculate the sets of local diagnoses in the agents. These
embedded distributed systems typically consist of ECUs with both limited pro-
cessing power and limited RAM memory. Therefore, the method designed in
[3] calculates the global diagnoses with minimal cardinality in a cooperation be-
tween the agents, such that the computational expensive tasks are distributed
between the different agents.
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3.2 Distributed fault diagnosis based on struc-
tural and logic information

Fault detection and identification of faulty components are very important from
the strategic point of view of the industries, since the economic demands and
required environment conservation to remain in competitive markets.

Fault diagnosis allows the identification of the faults in a system. The works
in this area are proposed to find out the discrepancies between the observed and
correct behavior of the system. Since this area is in a continuous development,
in this work new solutions to this problem are proposed.

3.2.1 Introduction

This section presents three solutions to diagnose distributed systems, using only
structural analysis and logic information. Lets summarize the most important
aspects of these three contributions:

• The first contribution is a decentralized solution, where a supervisor is in
charge of computing the global diagnosis. To take a global decision, the
supervisor is hopefully better informed to take it than each local diagnoser
separately.

By means of structural analysis an equivalent structure is obtained offline,
which will be used to perform both local and global diagnosis, getting a
high computational efficiency. This equivalent structure represents the
relations among the different subsystems and their internal components,
so that the local and global diagnosis can be performed without any in-
formation about the behavior of the subsystems.

• The second contribution is a distributed solution without any supervi-
sor to take global decisions. This solution avoids the bottleneck arisen
from the sending of messages from all the subsystems to the supervisor,
but it entails problems like when to finish the communication between the
diagnosers? or how to take global decisions?.

As the previous decentralized contribution, this solution prepares the same
equivalent structure offline, and uses it in the same way.

• The third contribution is a distributed solution too, and it does not count
on a supervisor either. The global fault diagnosis is performed using voting
techniques between the local diagnosers.

Both first and third contributions obtain the minimal number of components
that can be failing in the diagnosis process.

Regarding the use of logic information, it means that the diagnosis of the
system will be carried out from information indicating whether the outputs of
the system are correct or incorrect, and not knowing the values of the variables
which are part of the system.

Both second and third contributions do not count on a central system.
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3.2.2 Distributed systems under study

The aim of this section is to describe the kind of distributed systems to diagnose.
These distributes system can be of different nature, from systems formed by
physical components to software systems where the different components are
tasks within a business process.

In general, and for our work, a distributed system S is formed by a finite
set of different subsystems {SS1, SS2, ..., SSn}, which are MIMO and static
systems. These subsystems are physically separated and related among them
using shared variables {s1,s2,...,sp}. Also, the global system has global input
{i1,i2,...,iq} and global output variables {o1,o2,...,or}. This implies that, in
the distributed systems under study there are three types of variables: public
variables (observable), private variables (only used within each subsystem) and
shared variables (non-observable variables that appear in more than one subsys-
tem). These variables are necessary to perform the local diagnosis within each
subsystem.

The subsystems are formed by a set of components. The concepts of Context
Sets and Clusters were defined for local diagnosis [23], in this section these
definitions are adapted to support the shared variables:

Definition 3.2.1. Context Set (CS): Any subset of components of a local
subsystem. There are 2ncomp − 1 possible context sets, where ncomp is the
number of components of the subsystem.

Defining a subsystem as a graph with no cycles, where nodes represent the
different components of the subsystem, and the directed edges are the private
and shared variables:

Definition 3.2.2. Cluster (C): A connected component of the graph. It
will be represented by the set of components that compose it, written between
braces. The clusters of each subsystem will be taken into account in the local
diagnosis process.

In our proposals, there is an oracle for the whole system (S). The oracle is an
entity (client, tester, manager, etc.) in charge of checking the output variables,
finding out if they are correct (OK) or incorrect (KO).

Some assumptions about the type of distributed systems to diagnose are:

• Given a distributed system S composed of a set of subsystems {SS1, . . .,
SSn}, these are physically separated and do not have components in com-
mon, so that ∀i, j ∈ 1..n i 6= j SSi ∩ SSj = ∅.

• The set of subsystems and their paths of interaction do not change across
the time.

• It is not possible to have feedback systems. A feedback system is a system
with at least one subsystem A, that has an output that is the input of a
subsystem B that also influence in the inputs of A.

• The whole system is running in an order. It means that a local subsystem
cannot send its outputs until it has received all its inputs.
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• It has to be possible to know if the outputs of the whole system are correct
(OK) or incorrect (KO) using an oracle.

• The inputs of the system are correct in a defined domain.

• All subsystems are static systems whose nominal behavior can be specified
as a time invariant mapping from input to output variables.

Architecture for diagnosis of spatially distributed systems

According to all the previous assumptions, a spatially distributed system could
be modelled as a directed graph, and it is composed of different nodes, forming
a connected graph. Each node of the graph that represents the system is a
subsystem. Using the topology of connections among subsystems, successive
correlations with an observed symptom can be traced back to other subsystems.

Some assumptions about the architecture and connections must be taken
into account:

• A local diagnoser is associated with each subsystem. The model of the
subsystem is private and it is not visible outside the diagnoser. The di-
agnoser needs to know what subsystems are the inputs and what are the
outputs of its associated subsystem. Each local diagnoser counts on a list
of its forward diagnosers and a list of its backward diagnosers. To per-
form the distributed diagnosis, an architecture equivalent to the system
S is defined, where each subsystem has a diagnoser associated. It means
that the topology of the architecture is equal than the original network.
The new architecture defines a communication interface between the local
diagnosers.

• All the local diagnosers participate in performing the diagnosis.

• Each local diagnoser can adopt its own diagnostic strategy and must only
implement a common communication interface with other local diagnosers.

• Each local diagnoser uses the received information and its model to per-
form the self-diagnosis.

• A local diagnoser considers and only needs to know the local neighboring
of its domain, and cooperates asynchronously with these diagnosers. The
communication between the local diagnosers is not faulty.

• The local diagnosers can perform the following actions:

– To collect input and output values (only for Input and Output-Diagnosers).

– To request knowledge and communicate values to neighbor diag-
nosers.

• The latency of the network makes possible the optimal communication
between the diagnosers.
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Figure 3.2: Partially Distributed Diagnosis Example.

Each subsystem involved in the system has its own set of components and
requirements. As it was mentioned above, each subsystem has associated a local
diagnoser, which is in charge of the propagation and diagnosis tasks:

Definition 3.2.3. Diagnoseri: Local diagnoser associated to SSi that pro-
cess incoming messages, performs local diagnosis and sends outgoing messages.

Example of distributed system

In order to explain our proposals, we are going to use the example shown in
Figure 3.2, where there are four distributed subsystems, represented with dif-
ferent colors (SS1, SS2, SS3 and SS4). In order to clarify their relation, these
collections of components are presented joined, although they are physically
separated.

In the example, the different subsystems are formed by adders (A) and
multipliers (M), and their respective variables are:

• SS1 with the public variables {i1, i2, i3, i4, i5, i6, i7, i8, i9, i10} and
{s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6, s7, s8} as shared variables.

• SS2 with the public variables {i11, i12, i13, i14, i15, i16} and {s9, s10,
s11} as shared variables.

• SS3 with the public variables {o1, o2} and {s1, s2, s3, s4, s6, s7, s8} as
shared variables.

• SS4 with the public variables {i17, o3, o4} and {s5, s8, s9, s10, s11} as
shared variables.
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The rest of the variables in the subsystems are private, and they are only
known by each subsystem internally.

In the next section, the three contributions are put forward.

3.2.3 Proposal 1. Diagnosing distributed systems: Decen-
tralized approach

Introduction

This section presents a decentralized proposal to diagnose distributed subsys-
tems that form a global system using model-based diagnosis. The diagnosis is
supervised and distributed since the system is formed by several nodes located
separately, but there is a supervisor that manages some information about the
system. The distributed subsystems have two different types of information,
private and public data. It means, that the whole information about the system
is not known in a global way. The supervisor has to diagnose the system based
only on public information. In order to obtain the fault diagnosis, a distributed
algorithm has been defined to detect the components that fail in a distributed
system.

In order to explain this proposal, the example in Figure 3.2 is used, where,
in this case, there is a Central Coordinate Agent (CCAgent) defined as follows:

Definition 3.2.4. CCAgent : Agent that knows the interaction between the
subsystems, process incoming messages and indicates what subsystems have to
be self-diagnosed.

The CCAgent has a table where the relation between the subsystems (SS1,
SS2, SS3 and SS4 for our example) and the public variables are stored. The
CCAgent does not know how each subsystem is formed. Once the CCAgent
knows what subsystems have the information related to the incorrect outputs,
the diagnosis is solved locally in each subsystem. Depending on which public
variables are correct or incorrect, each subsystem self-diagnoses itself.

Supervised and distributed algorithm

The Diagnoser of each subsystem receives information from the CCAgent about
what variables can fail in function of the global outputs using an oracle. With
this information, each Diagnoser can determine the local diagnosis than can be
merged with the rest of the subsystems. In general, the distributed diagnosis
process has four different phases to obtain the global diagnosis. The main steps
of the algorithm are:

1. Determining the local clusters: In each subsystem involved in the process,
a structural offline analysis is executed by each Diagnoser. The results of
this step are the different clusters (according to Definition 3.2.2) of each
subsystem.

2. Propagation phase: Each Diagnoser sends messages to the other Diag-
nosers with information about the detected faults according to the infor-
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Figure 3.3: Steps of the algorithm.

mation received from the oracle. These messages will travel through the
subsystems related to the outputs ({o1, o2, o3, o4} in the example shown
in Figure 3.2) to the subsystems which receives the inputs of the global
system ({i1, i2,...,i17} in the example). When a Diagnoser receives all
the messages with the information about what outputs can be failing, a
process to decide which variables could be correct or incorrect takes place.

3. Diagnosers send messages to the CCAgent: The CCAgent combines the
information received from the different Diagnosers, and decides what vari-
ables and what subsystems are the responsible of the error.

4. Global Diagnosis: The CCAgent sends a message indicating what Diag-
nosers have to execute a local diagnosis. These Diagnosers use the infor-
mation obtained from the CCAgent and their local information, trying to
discover which of their components are failing.

In order to improve the computational complexity, the first step of the algo-
rithm to determine the local clusters is perform offline and only once, so that the
next steps are based on the precompiled structure to carry out the diagnoses.

The steps of this algorithm are represented in Figure 3.3, and are explained
in more detail in the following using the example shown in Figure 3.2.
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• Step 1: Determining the local clusters

In order to obtain the clusters of each subsystem, a structural analysis
is performed. Each Diagnoser executes an algorithm to derive the local
clusters, which are formed by a set of components linked through private
or shared variables (structural dependence), and not connected through
private variables with the components of a different cluster.

In order to know if a component is working correctly, it is possible an-
alyzing the components related to the outputs and inputs by shared or
private variables. Within each cluster, there exist internal subsets (IS ),
whose analysis can help us to find the incorrect component. The idea of
an IS is to build a set of components where the private or shared variables
are in more than one component to derive the diagnosis using structural
analysis. In order to clarify it, new notations are used:

Input(c) are the input variables for the component c

Output(c) are the output variables for the component c

Shared(c) are the shared variables for the component c

Private(c) are the private variables for the component c

Definition 3.2.5. Internal Subset (IS) for a cluster in a subsystem SSi

is a set of components, where for each component c, and being {i1, . . .,
iq} and {o1, . . ., or} the global inputs and outputs respectively:

– ∀ v ∈ Input(c) (v ∈ {i1, . . ., iq}
∨ (v ∈ Private(c) ∧ ∃ c’ ∈ IS (c’ 6= c ∧ v ∈ Output(c’)))
∨ (v ∈ Shared(c) ∧ ∃ c’ ∈ IS (c’ 6= c ∧ v ∈ Output(c’)))
∨ (v ∈ Shared(c) ∧ v ∈ Shared(c’) | c’ ∈ SSj 6= SSi))

– ∀ v ∈ Output(c) (v ∈ {o1, . . ., or}
∨ (v ∈ Private(c) ∧ ∃ c’ ∈ IS (c’ 6= c ∧ v ∈ Input(c’)))
∨ (v ∈ Shared(c)))

and for the set of components that form each internal subset IS:

– ∀ v ∈ Input(IS) (v ∈ Input(c) ∧ c ∈ IS
∧ ( v ∈ {i1, . . ., iq} ∨ v ∈ Shared(c)))

– ∀ v ∈ Output(IS) (v ∈ Output(c) ∧ c ∈ IS
∧ ( v ∈ {o1, . . ., or} ∨ ( v ∈ Shared(c) ∧ 6∃ c’ 6= c |
c’ ∈ IS ∧ v ∈ Shared(c’))))

For the example in Figure 3.2, the different clusters calculated by the
Diagnosers are:
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– Diagnoser1: {A1, M1, A8, A10, A11, R4, R5, A17 and M4} and
{M2, A12, A13 and M5}

– Diagnoser2: {A14, R6 and M6} and {A15, A16 and M7}
– Diagnoser3: {A18, A19 and M8} and {R7, A20 and M9}
– Diagnoser4: {A21, A22 and M10} and {A23, R8 and M11}

For example, the components (A14, R6, M6) form a new cluster with two
ISs as it is shown in Figure 3.4. This new cluster works as a black box for
the CCAgent, and its components can be connected with components of
other clusters by public or shared variables.

In general, the different Diagnosers form a new system where the shared
variables establish the local connection between the different subsystems,
as it is shown in Figure 3.5. This obtained structure will be used in the
rest of the algorithm to carry out the diagnosis process. This structure,
customized for the diagnosis process, is calculated offline, and will be used
to perform the diagnosis, building a table with the relations between the
components and the variables that compose each subsystem.

• Step 2: Propagation phase

In order to explain the next step of the algorithm, these new definitions
have to be included:

Definition 3.2.6. Potential Incorrect Variable (PIV): It is a shared vari-
able related to an incorrect output.

Definition 3.2.7. Correct Variable (CV): It is a shared variable related
to a correct output of the whole system. If a variable is related to at
least one correct output and one or more incorrect output simultaneously,
the variable is defined as a Correct Variable, since we suppose that two
incorrect components cannot generate a correct output.

Depending on the outputs of the system, it is possible to know if the
whole system is working correctly. In order to know which components
are failing, the shared variables between the subsystems are used to infer
which variables are failing. For example, for the local cluster C3 shown in
Figure 3.4, being s9 a PIV and s10 a CV. It means that the component R6
would be failing, but it is not possible because if the variable s10 is correct,
the component R6 is working correctly. It means that the variable s9 is a

A14R6M6

R6i12,

i11

i13

s10

s9

Figure 3.4: A Local Cluster (C3) with two ISs.
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Figure 3.5: Clusters and ISs of the system.

PIV but actually it is not an incorrect variable. This idea is described in
the following definition:

Definition 3.2.8. Incorrect Variable (IV): Being SharedVariables(ISi)
the shared variables that are outputs of ISi, v one of those shared variables,
and c a component of ISi, v is an Incorrect Variable if v is a PIV and ∀
ISj: j ∈ 1..n ∧ i 6=j ∧ c ∈ ISj ( @ v’ ∈ SharedVariables(ISj) | v’ is a CV)

On this step of the algorithm a set of messages is exchanged between
the subsystems. These messages contain information about the CV s and
PIV s, and the traffic direction goes from subsystems related to the outputs
of the system {o1, . . . , or} to the subsystems which provide them the
inputs {i1, . . . , iq}.
Therefore, according to the previous definition, the definition of CV is
reinforced with the new concept: another type of CV is a variable that is
not an Incorrect Variable.

The oracle sends the evaluation of the outputs to the Diagnosers with
clusters related to them, indicating which ones are correct (OK) or incor-
rect (KO). The Diagnosers infer what shared variables are CV s or IV s
according to Definition 3.2.8, and send this information in a message to
the subsystems to which they are linked through their inputs. Now, each
Diagnoseri do:

1. It receives a message from all the Diagnosers of the subsystems with
shared variables in common with SSi, in order that a subset of the
inputs of these subsystems is a subset of the outputs of SSi. This
process does not finish until all the messages about its outputs have
arrived to SSi.
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2. It infers what variables are correct or incorrect according to Definition
3.2.8 and the new definition of CV.

3. It sends a message to the CCAgent and to all the Diagnosers of the
subsystems which have as inputs some of the outputs of SSi.

This process does not finish until CCAgent has received the incoming
messages from all the subsystems.

A8, A1, M1, A10,
A11, M4, R4,

R5, A17
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A18, A19, M8
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C2
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Figure 3.6: Relation between the clusters of the subsystems

In our example the different subsystems are connected as shown in Figure
3.6. For example, if C6 detects on the table of the oracle that its output
(o2) is KO, and C5, C7 and C8 check that their outputs are OK, the sent
information is as follows:

– Diagnoser3 (C6 belongs to SS3) sends a message to Diagnoser1 re-
porting that s1, s4 and s8 (outputs of C1 and C2 respectively) are
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PIV s, and that s6, s2, s7 and s3 are CV s.

– Diagnoser4 sends messages to Diagnoser1 and Diagnoser2 indicating
that the variables s8, s5, s10, s9 and s11 are CV s.

– Diagnoser2 had received that all their outputs are CV s. Therefore,
their components are working correctly.

– Diagnoser1 had received different kind of information about s8 (CV
and PIV simultaneously), therefore it deduces that s8 is a CV.
Diagnoser1 can determine that s1 and s4 are CV s through the anal-
ysis of the IS s of C1 and C2, according to Definition 3.2.8.

• Step 3: Diagnosers send messages to the CCAgent

Once the Diagnosers have studied the received CV s and PIV s and, there-
fore, the new CV s, IV s and the possible components which can be failing
are known, the CCAgent receives the information about all the CV s and
IV s in the system from all the subsystems. The CCAgent does not know
the internal configuration of each subsystem, it only knows the clusters as
black boxes with inputs and outputs, the rest of the information is private,
as it is shown in Figure 3.6.

The CCAgent processes the received information and decides which sub-
systems may be failing, reporting the Diagnosers about that.

Following with the example, the Diagnoser1 informs to the CCAgent that
all the components of C1 and C2 are working correctly. The CCAgent
informs that s1, s4 and s8 are CV s to all the Diagnosers in order that
the Local Diagnosis takes place on each affected component (in this case,
since o2 is a wrong output, and the shared variables related to C1 and C2
are correct, C6 is the responsible of the fault).

With this diagnosis process it is possible to isolate large or single sets of
components depending on the shared variables.

• Step 4: Global Diagnosis

Using the information collected from the previous step, the CCAgent indi-
cates to the Diagnosers which clusters have to be self-diagnosed, reducing
the number of components to diagnose respect to other techniques. Hence,
the local diagnosis is executed by the Diagnosers with the information re-
ceived from the CCAgent and with the local knowledge about the IV s.
Each local cluster Ci carries out its local diagnosis Di, calculating which
possible components are failing. In our example, if the CCAgent indicates
to C3 (Figure 3.4) that s10 is an IV and s9 is a CV, its local diagnosis is
D3 = {A14, M6}.
The global diagnosis Dg can be seen as the union of all the local diagnosis:
Dg = D1 ∪ D2 ∪ ... ∪ Dn, being n the number of clusters of the system.
Since the local diagnoses are only executed in the clusters indicated by
the CCAgent, the rest of the local diagnoses, for the rest of clusters, are
empty.
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According to our example, Table 3.7 shows the IV s for each cluster de-
pending on the incorrect outputs. In Table 3.8 appear the results of the
self-diagnosis on each subsystem indicated by the central system, with the
components that can be failing.

oracle SS1 SS2 SS3 SS4
{o1,o2,o3,o4} C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8

{KO,OK,OK,OK} s6 s2 - - - s6 s2 - - -
s7 s3 s7

{KO,OK,KO,OK} s6 s2 - - - s6 s2 - s8 s5 -
s7 s3 s7 s10

{KO,KO,OK,OK} s6 s2 s7 - - - s6 s2 s3 s1 - -
s1 s3 s3 s7 s4 s8

{OK,KO,KO,OK} - s4 s8 - - - s3 s1 s10 s5 -
s5 s4 s8 s8

{OK,OK,KO,KO} - - s9 s10 s11 - - s10 s5 s10 s9
s8 s11

Table 3.7: Propagation Phase

oracle SS1 SS2 SS3 SS4
{o1,o2,o3,o4}

{KO,OK,OK,OK} A11 - A18 A19 M8 -
{KO,OK,KO,OK} A11 - A18 A19 M8 A21 A22 M10
{KO,KO,OK,OK} A8 - - -
{OK,KO,KO,OK} M2 A12 M5 A14 M6 - -

A13
{OK,OK,KO,KO} - R6 A15 A16 - A21 A22 M10

M7

Table 3.8: Self-Diagnosis Results

Table 3.9 presents the components that compose the Global Diagnosis
depending on the OK and KO outputs.

3.2.4 Proposal 2. Diagnosing distributed systems: Dis-
tributed approach

Introduction

This section presents a distributed proposal to diagnose distributed subsystems
that form a global system using structural and logic information. The main
difference with the previous contribution is that this solution does not count on
an supervisor to take global decisions. The diagnosis process is performed only
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oracle Global Diagnosis
{o1,o2,o3,o4}

{KO,OK,OK,OK} A11 A18 A19 M8
{KO,OK,KO,OK} A11 A18 A19 M8 A21 A22 M10
{KO,KO,OK,OK} A8
{OK,KO,KO,OK} M2 A12 M5 A13 A14 M6
{OK,OK,KO,KO} R6 A15 A16 M7 A21 A22 M10

Table 3.9: Global Diagnosis

by the Diagnosers of each subsystem. Because of the absence of a supervisor,
the minimal diagnosis is not achieved, but, on the other hand, all the messages
that the subsystems have to send to the supervisor are avoided, and it is better
from the point of view of security and privacy.

As in the solution given in the previous section, the systems to be diagnosed
have private and public data, and they have to be diagnosed based only on the
public information.

In this proposal each subsystem counts on an associated agent, Diagnoser,
which is also in charge of processing incoming messages, performing local diag-
nosis and sending outgoing messages.

The Diagnoser of each subsystem has a table where the relation between its
public and shared variables and the other subsystems (SS1, SS2, SS3 and SS4

for our example) is stored. That is, each Diagnoser knows how its subsystem
is connected to other subsystems by means of the different variables. The Di-
agnoser of each subsystem does not know how the rest of the subsystems are
formed, only knows from what subsystems have to receive messages and towards
what subsystems have to send messages.

Once all the subsystems know whether they are related to any incorrect
output, the diagnosis is solved locally by each Diagnoser in each subsystem
(self-diagnosis for each subsystem).

In order to obtain the fault diagnosis, a distributed algorithm has been
defined to detect the components that fail in a distributed system.

Logic and Distributed Algorithm

The Diagnoser of each subsystem connected to the global outputs of the system
receives information from an oracle about what outputs are correct or incorrect.
Based on this information, an algorithm which involves the whole system is
performed, and each Diagnoser can determine the local diagnosis that can be
merged with the rest of the subsystems. To carry out the steps of this algorithm,
it is necessary to send several messages among the different Diagnosers. For
this reason, we suppose that the sending of messages is always possible. In
general, the distributed diagnosis process has four different phases to obtain the
global diagnosis. The main steps of the algorithm are:
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1. Determining the local clusters: In this step of the algorithm, each Diag-
noser carries out the same offline structural analysis than the step 1 of the
algorithm of the decentralized approach (with the same name), explained
in the previous section. The results of this step are the different clusters
(according to Definition 3.2.8) of each subsystem, that form an equivalent
structure which is used in the rest of the steps to improve the temporal
efficiency of the diagnosis process.

2. Propagation phase: Each Diagnoser related to the outputs of the system
({o1, o2, o3, o4} in the example shown in Figure 3.2) receives a message
from the oracle with the information about the outputs that fail. Then, an
internal algorithm to decide which variables could be correct or incorrect
takes place. As a result of this algorithm, each Diagnoser sends messages
to the Diagnosers of its backward subsystems informing about the cor-
rect and incorrect variables detected. These messages will travel from the
subsystems related to the outputs ({o1, o2, o3, o4} in the example in Fig-
ure 3.2) to the subsystems which receives the inputs of the global system
({i1, i2,...,i17} in the example).

3. Local diagnosis phase: Depending on the received messages, each Diag-
noser has to decide if the local diagnosis is necessary.

In order to improve the computational complexity, the first step of the algo-
rithm to determine the local clusters is perform offline and only once, so that the
next steps are based on the precompiled structure to carry out the diagnoses.

Determining
the local clusters

Offline analysis

Online process

Propagation
phase

Local diagnosis
phase

Figure 3.7: Steps of the algorithm.

The steps of this algorithm are represented in Figure 3.7, and will be ex-
plained in more detail using the example shown in Figure 3.2.
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• Step 1: Determining the local clusters

In order to obtain the clusters of each subsystem, a structural analysis
takes place. Each Diagnoser derives the local clusters exactly in the same
way that it was explained in this step in the decentralized algorithm in
Section 3.2.3, so that it is not necessary to explain this process again.

• Step 2: Propagation Phase

The system depends on an oracle which is able to determine the outputs
that can be failing.

Each Diagnoser related to the outputs of the system ({o1, o2, o3, o4} in
the example shown in Figure 3.2) receives a message from the oracle with
the information about all the global outputs, indicating whether they are
wrong or correct. In case of all the outputs are correct, it is not necessary
any propagation or diagnosis, because all the components are working
correctly. When at least an output is wrong, the process to determine
what components do not work correctly starts. The diagnosis process
starts in this step.

This step is similar to the Propagation phase of the decentralized proposal,
and uses the same definitions of Potential Incorrect Variable (Definition
3.2.6), Correct Variable (Definition 3.2.7) and Incorrect Variable (Defini-
tion 3.2.8).

The oracle sends the evaluation of the outputs to the Diagnosers with
clusters related to them, indicating which ones are correct (OK) or in-
correct (KO). In this step these Diagnosers are able to infer what shared
variables are CV s or IV s according to Definition 3.2.8, and to send this in-
formation in a message to the subsystems to which they are linked through
their inputs. The decisions about what variables are CV s or IV s does not
finish until each Diagnoser has received the incoming messages about the
outputs from all their neighbors and, therefore, all the Diagnosers have
inferred whether their variables are correct or incorrect, so that they can
carry on with the process, proceeding to the local diagnosis phase of the
algorithm.

The messages sent by the Diagnosers are XML files, with the format in-
dicated in Figure 3.8 in XML Schema. As it can be seen in the messages,
the difference between a KO and an OK message is the number of incor-
rect variables (zero in a OK message, greater or equal than one in a KO
message).

Algorithms 1, 2, 3 and 4 describe the different behavior of each Diagnoser
after receiving an OK or a KO message.

A Diagnoser executes Algorithm 1 when it receives an OK message, i.e.,
a message without any incorrect variable. Then, the Diagnoser labels as
CVs all the variables that its subsystem shares with the subsystem source
of the message. If all the messages from its forward subsystems have been
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<xsd:schema xmlns:xsd=”http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema”>

 <xsd:element name=”message” type=”MessageType”/>

 <xsd:complexType name=”MessageType”>
  <xsd:sequence>
   <xsd:element name=”source” type=”xsd:string”/>

<!-- This is the subsystem source of the message -->
   <xsd:element name=”destination” type=”xsd:string”/>

<!-- This indicates the subsystem destination of the
  message -->

   <xsd:element name=”incorrectVariables” type=
  ”VariablesType”/>

<!-- Here, the incorrect variables detected -->
  </xsd:sequence>
 </xsd:complexType>

 <xsd:complexType name=”VariablesType”>
  <xsd:sequence>
   <xsd:element name=”variable” type=”xsd:string”

  nimOccurs=”0” maxOccurs=”unbounded”/>
<!-- Each one of the incorrect variables detected -->

  </xsd:sequence>
 </xsd:complexType>

</xsd:schema>

Figure 3.8: Format of the messages.

received, the Diagnoser executes Algorithms 3 (checkVariables()) and 4
(propagateMessages()).

Algorithm 1: Receiving an OK message
Input: message(SSi, SSj)
begin

label as CV s the variables shared with SSi;
if the Diagnoser has received the messages from all the subsystems
related to its outputs then

checkVariables();
propagateMessages();

end

The execution of Algorithm 2 takes place when a Diagnoser receives a KO
message, i.e., a message with at least an incorrect variable. The Diagnoser
labels the different variables as CVs and PIVs, and, if all the messages from
the forward subsystems have been received, executes Algorithms 3 and 4.
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Algorithm 2: Receiving a KO message
Input: message(SSi, SSj , Xs)
begin

label as CV s the variables which are shared with SSi and are not in
Xs;
foreach variable v in Xs do

if v is not labelled as CV then
label v as PIV ;

if the Diagnoser has received the messages from all the Diagnosers
of the subsystems related to its outputs then

checkVariables();
propagateMessages();

end

The procedure Algorithm 3 labels as CV or PIV the different variables
labelled as PIVs depending on the structure of the ISs that compose the
system.

Algorithm 3: Procedure for labelling variables as correct or incorrect
checkVariables():
begin

/*Definition 3.2.8*/
foreach shared variable v labelled as a PIV do

if exists a component c that belongs to ISi and not exists another
ISj that contains c with a variable v′ labelled as a CV and v′ is
different from v and v′ belongs to Output(ISj) then

label v as a IV ;
else

label v as a CV ;

foreach output variable v labelled as IV do
label as PIV the variables which are inputs of the ISs where v is
an output;

end

The procedure in Algorithm 4 sends KO and OK messages to the backward
subsystems, propagating the labels assigned to the shared variables.
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Algorithm 4: Procedure for propagating messages
propagateMessages ():
begin

/*being SSi the subsystem where this algorithm is being executed*/
foreach SSj that is related to its inputs do

if exists a subset of shared variables Xi which are inputs of SSi

and outputs of SSi and are labelled as PIV s then
send the message (SSi, SSj , Xi) to the Diagnoser of SSj ;

else
send the message (SSi, SSj) to the Diagnoser of SSj ;

end

In our example the different clusters are connected as shown in Figure
3.6. For example, if o2 (output of C6, cluster of the subsystem SS3) is
KO, and the outputs of C5, C7 and C8 are OK, the sent information is
as follows:

– The oracle sends messages to Diagnoser3 and Diagnoser4 indicating
that o2 is the only incorrect output. That is because SS3 and SS4

are the subsystems connected to the global outputs of the system.

– Diagnoser3 (C6 belongs to SS3) labels o2 as an IV and sends a KO
message to Diagnoser1 reporting that s1, s4 and s8 (outputs of C1
and C2) are PIV s (Figure 3.9(a)). The rest of the variables that are
shared by both Diagnosers (s6, s2, s7 and s3) are CV s.

– Diagnoser4 sends an OK message to Diagnoser1 and another to Diagnoser2
(Figure 3.9(b)). These messages inform to SS1 and SS2 that the
variables s8, s5, s10, s9 and s11 are CV s.

– Diagnoser2 has received that all their outputs are CV s. Therefore,
it labels all its variables as CV s and knows that its components are
working correctly.

– Diagnoser1 has received different kind of information about s8 (CV
and PIV simultaneously), therefore s8 is labelled as a CV. Diagnoser1
can determine that s1 and s4 are CV s through the analysis of the
IS s of C1 and C2, according to the procedure checkV ariables() and
to the dDefinition 3.2.11.

• Step 3: Local diagnosis phase

Using the information collected from the previous step, the local diagnosis
is executed by the Diagnosers which have any IV variable.

The local diagnosis process has three phases (the first of them is performed
offline):

1. To build a signature matrix: With the information obtained from
the step 1 of the algorithm (Determining the local clusters), a signa-
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<?xml version=”1.0"?>

<message>
 <source>SS3</source>
 <destination>SS1</destination>
 <incorrectVariables>
  <variable>s1</variable>
  <variable>s4</variable>
  <variable>s8</variable>
 </incorrectVariables>
</message>

<?xml version=”1.0"?>

<message>
 <source>SS4</source>
 <destination>SS2</destination>
 <incorrectVariables>
 </incorrectVariables>
</message>

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.9: Examples of messages.

ture matrix is created offline. This matrix relates each shared or pub-
lic variable of the subsystem with the components of the ISs where
this variable participates. The matrix has number of variables rows
and number of components columns. This process is performed only
once, storing precompiled information. The construction of the ma-
trix is an adaptation of the algorithm presented in [7] for distributed
system. An example is shown in Figure 3.10(a) that represents the
signature matrix for the cluster C1 of the example.

A8 A1 M1 A10A11 M4 R4 R5 A17
s1 X
s2 X X
s3 X X
s6 X X X X X X
s7 X X X X

R4 R5A17
s3 X
s7 X X X

a)

b)

Figure 3.10: Signature matrix of the cluster C1.

2. To perform the local diagnosis: This phase is executed online.
When the IV s are known, only the part of the matrix related to the
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possible wrong components is analyzed. It means that only the rows
of the IV s and the components non related to any CV will participate
in the local diagnosis. With this subset of relations among variables
and components, the set of components which are not working cor-
rectly must be found. According to fault diagnosis theory, the best
way to do that is by calculating the hitting sets and minimal hitting
sets, whose definition is as follows:
Definition 3.2.12 Hitting Set (HS) for a collection of components C
is a set of components H ⊆ ⋃

S∈C S such that H contains at least one
element for each S ∈ C. A HS of C is minimal iff no proper subset
of it is a HS of C. The minimal HSs for a set of sets are formed
by {H1,H2, . . . Hn}, where Hi is a minimal HS of components. The
cardinality of Hi (|Hi|) is the number of components of Hi.
In the case of the matrix, each set will be formed by the components of
each row of the matrix related to any IV , so that C = {S1,S2, . . . Sn},
where each Si is the set of components related to each IV . In Figure
3.10(b) appears the part of the signature matrix of the cluster C1
analyzed to perform the local diagnosis if the variables s3 and s7 are
IV s.
Finally, the minimal hitting sets is the diagnosis of each subsystem.
For the example in Figure 3.10(b) there is a minimal hitting set,
which is {R5}.

3. To store the fault signature: The local diagnosis can be improved
storing all the final diagnosis according to the IV s. It means that
if an IV has already been analyzed, the diagnosis will be very effi-
cient. Each Diagnoser counts on a local list where it stores the fault
signature from the local diagnosis executed until that moment, so
that when a Diagnoser has to diagnose its components, previously it
checks whether it has already done the same diagnosis before.
Each element of the lists contains two fields with the next informa-
tion:
(a) Variables labelled as IV s.
(b) Components which can be failing according to the incorrect vari-

ables detected.
The local diagnosis results depend on the subset of shared variables
which are IV s, since two different analysis with the same set of IV s
will obtain the same minimal hitting sets of components. By using
a local list to store previous results a faster process of diagnosis is
possible, since the reutilization of the information obtained makes
not necessary to carry out the same analysis twice.

Finally, the global diagnosis Dg can be seen as the union of all the local
diagnosis: Dg = D1 ∪ D2 ∪ ... ∪ Dn, being n the number of subsystems.
According to our example, Table 3.10 shows the results of the self-diagnosis
on each subsystem, presenting what components can be failing.
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oracle SS1 SS2 SS3 SS4
{o1,o2,o3,o4}

{KO,OK,OK,OK} {A11, R4} - {A18} {A19} -
{A11, A17} {M8}

{KO,OK,KO,OK} {A11, R4} - {A18} {A19} {A21} {A22}
{A11, A17} {M8} {M10}

{KO,KO,OK,OK} {A8} - {A18, R7} {A18, A20} -
{A18, M9} {A19, R7}
{A19, A20} {A19, M9}
{M8, R7} {M8, A20}

{M8, M9}
{OK,KO,KO,OK} {A13, M2} - {R7} {A20} {A21} {A22}

{A13, A12} {M9} {M10}
{OK,OK,KO,KO} - {R6, A15} - {A21, A23} {A21, R8}

{R6, M7} {A21, M11} {A22, A23}
{R6, A16} {A22, R8} {A22, M11}

{M10, A23} {M10, R8}
{M10, M11}

Table 3.10: Diagnosis Results for each Subsystem

Comparing the results in Table 3.10 with the ones presented in Table 3.8,
the main differences arise from the existence of a supervisor in the first
solution, that avoids the performing of the local diagnosis phase in some
subsystems. On the other hand, and due to the use of a signature matrix,
Table 3.10 presents the components that can be failing as sets.

3.2.5 Proposal 3. Obtaining the minimal distributed di-
agnosis: Logic message-based fault diagnosis

Introduction

This section presents the third approach to diagnose distributed systems. This
contribution performs the diagnosis using logic messages. As in the two pre-
viously explained contributions, the model of the system is not available in a
global way, but it is only known by each subsystem. An architecture based on
local diagnosers is proposed and different algorithms are implemented to identify
which subsystems of the total system are not working correctly. The algorithms
work with a totally distributed system, avoiding the use of a central coordi-
nation process and considering only messages between the local diagnosers to
carry out the communication and agreement.

This proposal is an improved solution of [4] that reduces the number of
subsystems which have to perform the local diagnosis, trying to achieve the
minimal global diagnosis of the distributed system. In this section, a novel
algorithm to diagnose totally distributed systems is presented. There is no
supervisor, and the minimal diagnosis is obtained using only logic messages
between the diagnosers associated to the subsystems.
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Some assumptions

The type of systems to diagnose by this proposal are as it was specified in
Section 3.2.2, including this assumptions:

• There are subsystems whose inputs do not depend on the other subsys-
tems. They are called Input-Subsystems. In the same way, there are
subsystems whose outputs are not inputs of other subsystems. They are
called Output-Subsystems.

• The global outputs of the system are called END-i.

• The local diagnosers which are associated to Input-Subsystems are called
Input-Diagnosers. In the same way, the diagnosers associated to Output-
Subsystems are called Output-Diagnosers. The remaining diagnosers are
Intermediate-Diagnosers.

• Specifically, we assume OK and KO information are not sent to a global
supervisor, but are rather collected by local diagnosers, in charge of each
subsystem. There is not a supervisor of the diagnostic process to coordi-
nate the work of the diagnosers.

In order to present how the distributed diagnosis is performed, the example
shown in Figure 3.11 is used. Each element Di represents a Diagnoser of the
distributed system located in a different node of the network. The arrows that
join the Diagnosers define execution order in the original system. There are
global outputs observable by the oracle, called END-i. The oracle starts the
voting process. The votes will be OK or KO depending on the outputs of the
system. The local Diagnosers need to know who are their backward and forward
diagnosers. The rest of the Diagnosers are totally unknown for them, that is,
when the system changes, only the related subsystems and Diagnosers change.

D1

D2

D3

D4

D5

D6

D7

D8

END-1

END-2

END-3

Figure 3.11: Totally Distributed System

Totally spatial distributed algorithm

The totally distributed diagnosis algorithm has four different steps:
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1. Evaluation: First of all, the process that will be diagnosed takes place. If
the oracle determines that all the outputs are OK, it is not necessary to
diagnose the system. In other cases, the diagnosis process follows with the
voting step.

2. Voting: In this step of the algorithm the voting is carried out. The oracle
sends the different votes to the Diagnosers connected to the global outputs
END-i. When each local Diagnoser receives the votes of all its outputs,
it sends new messages to their inputs until the last votes arrive at the
Input-Diagnosers.

3. Searching the most voted subsystems: In this step, each local Diagnoser
has received the votes from all its forward neighbors. Now, all the Diag-
nosers need to know the votes of the rest, since each subsystem has to be
diagnosed or not depending on if it has been one of the most voted, in the
sense of it affects to more quantity of KO outputs (END-i).

4. Self-diagnosis: Each local Diagnoser decides if its associated subsystem is
failing and has to be diagnosed depending on the votes of a subsystem and
the number of votes received by the rest. When it is decided, and if it is
necessary, a process to diagnose the subsystem is performed. This process
is executed by each local Diagnoser, and consists on a local analysis of the
corresponding associated subsystem to determine which components can
be failing using any classic methodology of model-based diagnosis [39].

Figure 3.12 shows the different steps in the distributed diagnosis process.

Evaluation
(from inputs to

outputs)

Voting
(from outputs to

inputs)

Search for the
maximum

(from inputs to
outputs)

Self-diagnosis

Discrepancies

YES

NO

Figure 3.12: Steps of the totally distributed diagnosis
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In order to clarify the algorithm, each step is explained in the following using
the example of Figure 3.11.

• Step 1: Evaluation

First of all, the process that will be diagnosed is executed. When the
process finishes, the global outputs (END-1, END-2 and END-3 in the
example of Figure 3.11) are known by the oracle, and the obtained and
expected results are compared. Two different situations are possible: ob-
served and expected outputs are equal (the output is OK) or the observed
and expected outputs are not equal (the output is KO).

• Step 2: Voting

At the beginning, the oracle sends votes about the different END-i to the
Output-Diagnosers. When each local Diagnoser receives the votes of all
its forward diagnosers, it sends a new message to its backward diagnosers.
This process ends when the messages arrive at the Input-Diagnosers.

If the Diagnoser has received one or more than one OK vote, the sub-
system has to work correctly since an output END-i that depends on this
subsystem is correct. We work with no fault compensation processes. This
decision would be incorrect for systems where the mistakes can be com-
pensated, but it is not the case of our system. In this case, the Diagnoser
will send an OK vote to its backward diagnosers in the voting process.

When a local Diagnoser builds a message in order to vote to its backward
diagnosers, it uses an instance of the form shown in Figure 3.13.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<message>
    <source_diagnoser>

<!-- who I am -->
    </source_diagnoser>
    <output>

<!-- about what output (END-i) -->
    </output>
    <correct>

<!-- OK or KO -->
    </correct>
</message>

Figure 3.13: Voting Message

During this step of the algorithm, each Diagnoser Di builds a list with the
outputs END-i that appear in the field output of the KO messages received
by each Di. This list will be used in the next step of the algorithm to
search for the most voted subsystem.

For the example, and being OK the output END-2, and KO the outputs
END-1 and END-3, after all the votes, the state of each Diagnoser is shown
in Figure 3.14. It presents that each Diagnoser has received votes about
the outputs END-i that depend on it. If this output is OK, it gives an OK
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vote to the Diagnoser, and KO in other cases. The local Diagnoser also
stores the name of the forward diagnoser that sends the voting message.

D1

D2

D3

D4

D5

D6

D7

D8

END-1

END-2

END-3

KO

OK

KO

END-1,END-1,KO

D7,END-1,KOD4,END-1,KO

D4,END-1,KO
D5,END-2,OK
D7,END-3,KO

END-2,END-2,OK
D8,END-3,KO

D7,END-1,KO
D5,END-2,OK
D6,END-3,KO

D8,END-3,KO

END-3,END-3,KO

Figure 3.14: Example of a voting process

• Step 3: Searching the most voted subsystem

In this step, each local Diagnoser knows the votes received from the for-
ward neighbors. This is the most difficult step in distributed diagnosis,
since all the local Diagnosers have to know the votes of the rest, since each
one of them has to decide if its associated subsystem has to be diagnosed
or not depending on the votes received.

To obtain the minimal diagnosis, it is necessary to select a set of subsys-
tems that affect to all the KO outputs, do not affect any OK outputs, and
this set has to be minimal. In order to obtain the minimal diagnosis, the
definition of hitting sets (Definition 3.2.12) is used again.

The problem of detecting the minimal hitting sets in a local way has been
studied in several works, but one of the main problems in this proposal is
to detect them when the system is distributed.

A system can have minimal hitting sets with one only subsystem (sin-
gle minimal hitting set), two subsystems, three . . . The diagnosis process
always chooses the minimal hitting set with the minor cardinality.

When the local Diagnosers have all the votes of their forward diagnosers,
the process to search the maximum voted subsystems starts. Actually,
each Diagnoser does not need to know what subsystem is the most voted,
only that there is a subsystem that is related to more KO outputs than
the one associated to it. Each Diagnoser needs to know the votes of the
rest, since according to these votes it is going to decide if it is necessary
the self-diagnosis for each case.

It is also necessary that each local Diagnoser knows how many KO out-
puts END-i are there, since depending on it, a Diagnoser will know if its
associated subsystem forms a minimal hitting set. For example, if the
Diagnoser Di has one KO vote of the output END-1, but another Dj has
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two KO votes from the outputs END-1 and END-3, it means that the
subsystem associated to Dj is a single minimal hitting set and it is not
necessary to diagnose the one associated to Di. Another example could
be: if a Diagnoser Di is voted by END-1, but there are no Diagnosers with
votes of all the KO outputs (in this case END-1 and END-3), it means
that there are no single minimal hitting sets, and if the Diagnoser Di has
been voted by END-1, its associated subsystem forms a minimal hitting
set with another subsystem that has been voted by END-3.

In order to look for the most voted subsystem, it is not necessary to
count the number of KO votes that each subsystem has. The important
data is the number of different outputs END-i that vote each subsystem.
The number of votes is not interesting since it depends on the number of
relations with the other subsystems. Obviously, while more connections
has a subsystem, it will be more voted.

In the process to obtain the maximum among the votes of the rest of the
subsystems, the local Diagnosers send messages indicating their maxima,
and they wait for the maxima of the other subsystems. If the received
maxima are equal or smaller than the maximum known by the local Diag-
noser, it is not necessary to send new messages. If the received maxima are
greater than the maximum known by the local Diagnoser, this Diagnoser
has to update its known maximum and to start again with the sending of
messages, sending the new greatest number of votes known for it.

In order to implement this idea, each local Diagnoser stores two different
types of information: its received votes (KO outputs related to it) and its
local maximum, defined as follows.

Definition 3.2.13. Local Maximum (LM): it is the maximum known
by each local Diagnoser until the moment among the rest of LMs in the
network.

The aim of this step of the process is that every Diagnoser knows the
global maximum.

Definition 3.2.14. Global Maximum (GM): it is the maximum among
all the LMs in the network. At the end of the searching process, all the
Diagnosers will have the same LM , which is the GM of the network.

A message protocol has been developed to obtain the GM . The example
shown in Figure 3.15 is used to clarify the explanation. Each node in the
network of the example has the information [D]v, where D is the identifi-
cation of the Diagnoser and v the votes received. In order to facilitate the
explanation, in the example of Figure 3.15 the type of the attributes to
maximize is an integer value, although when the attribute to maximize is
the voting in diagnosis, the problem is different and much more difficult
to solve. First of all, we are going to explain how to inform about the
GM , and after it, what means that a voting is greater than another.

Communicating the GM
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Figure 3.15: Example to explain the search of the GM

1. When the voting process is being executed, a set of messages is
exchanged between the local Diagnosers from outputs to inputs.
In these messages the LM is sent. Thereby, when this step in the
voting process ends, each local Diagnoser has its received votes
and the LMs of its forward diagnosers. These LMs are shown
in Figure 3.16 as grey boxes that represent the LM known by
each local Diagnoser until the moment. As it is shown in Figure
3.16, the Input-Diagnosers (identified as 1, 4, 8 and 12) have the
maximum of all the subsystems that depend on them, that are
shown in their grey boxes. For example, the Diagnoser 4 has 14
as LM because 14 is the maximum value between the LM of
the Diagnoser 4 (8), the LM of the Diagnoser 5 (14) and the
LM of 2 (8). In order to obtain a new LM for the Diagnoser
4, the Diagnosers 2 and 5 are used because they are the forward
diagnosers of the Diagnoser 4.
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Figure 3.16: Example with LM in the voting step
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2. (a) If the Input-Diagnosers are connected between them, the
GM will be known by all the Input-Diagnosers and it will
be sent to the rest of subsystems. Therefore, these Input-
Diagnosers send the GM to their forward diagnosers in a
message in order to inform them that they can start the self-
diagnosis step. All the Diagnosers will do the same, send-
ing the GM to their forward diagnosers and a message to
start the self-diagnosis. When the message to start the self-
diagnosis arrives at all the Output-Diagnosers, this step of
the distributed process finishes, and it is not necessary to
carry out the next steps (from (c) to (f)).

(b) If the Input-Diagnosers are not connected between them, it
is necessary to go to the next step (c).

(c) Each Input-Diagnoser sends its LM to its forward diagnosers,
and wait until these diagnosers answer with the same LM .
If some Diagnoser answers with another LM , this Input-
Diagnoser has to repeat this step until all the forward diag-
nosers send a message to the Input-Diagnoser with the same
LM that it sent. When it happens, the LM received is the
GM , and the Input-Diagnosers send a message to their for-
ward diagnosers to start with the self-diagnosis.

(d) The remaining local Diagnosers (non the Input-Diagnosers)
wait until all their backward diagnosers send a LM to them.
With all these LMs received from their backwards and its
LM , each local Diagnoser stores a new LM , and checks if
all the received maxima are equal than the new one. If all of
them are equal, the Diagnosers follows sending the LM to
its forward diagnosers. In another case, the Diagnoser sends
the new LM to the backward diagnoser that sent a different
LM to it. This case is shown in Figure 3.17: in step (1)
the Diagnoser 2 receives a message with the LMs from the
Diagnosers 1 and 4 (its backwards), but they are different, so
the local Diagnoser 2 returns the new LM to the Diagnoser
1, which is the one that sent a different LM . Note that it is
not necessary to send the message to the Diagnoser 4 because
it already knows this LM . After it, the Diagnoser 1 starts
again with the process but with another new LM , as it is
shown in step (2) of Figure 3.17.

(e) When a LM arrives at the Output-Diagnosers, they act in
the same way than the rest of the Diagnosers, but without
needing to communicate the LM (because they have not for-
ward diagnosers). For example in step (3) in Figure 3.17, the
LM is 14 and it is propagated from the Diagnoser 7 to 6,
from 6 to 8 and 9, and from 9 to 12.

(f) The process ends when each Diagnoser receives the mes-
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Figure 3.17: Process in order to obtain the GM

sage to start the self-diagnosis. It happens when the Input-
Diagnosers send and receive the same LM . It means that
this LM is the GM , and all the Diagnosers that depend
on them already know it. Then, the Input-Diagnosers send
messages to start the self-diagnosis (step (4) in Figure 3.17).

Depending on the type of diagnosers (Input-Diagnosers, Output-Diagnosers
and Intermediate-Diagnosers) there are different types of local algo-
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rithms in order to obtain a global objective:

– Input-Diagnosers: When this algorithm starts, all the local
Diagnosers have a LM , and each Input-Diagnoser works as it is
shown in Algorithm 5.

Algorithm 5: Behavior of an Input-Diagnoser
begin

(1) Send a message with the LM to their forward diagnosers
(2) Wait for messages from its forward diagnosers. When the
messages arrive . . .
if the received messages have the same LM than this Input-Diagnoser
(it is the GM) then

The Input-Diagnoser sends a message to its forward diagnosers to
start the self-diagnosis. The subsystem associated to this
diagnoser has to be self-diagnosed.

else if the received messages have a greater LM than this
Input-Diagnoser then

The Input-Diagnoser updates the LM and go to (1)

end

– Intermediate-Diagnosers: This algorithm is for Diagnosers
that have backward and forward diagnosers. Each Intermediate-
Diagnoser works as it is presented in Algorithm 6.

Algorithm 6: Behavior of an Intermediate-Diagnoser
begin

(1) Wait for messages from its backwards. These messages can be the
LMs of all its backwards (1.a) or a message to start the
self-diagnosis (1.b)
(1.a) It receives the LMs of all its backwards
if all the LMs are equal then

The Intermediate-Diagnoser sends messages to all its forwards
with the LM . Wait for messages from all its forwards, and send
the greatest LM of its forwards to its backwards. Go to (1)

else if the LMs of its backwards are not equal between them then
The Diagnoser stores the maximum of them and sends messages
to all its backwards but the backwards that already know this
LM . Go to (1)

(1.b)It receives a message from its backwards to start the
self-diagnosis, and the distributed process ends

end
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– Output-Diagnoser: Each Output-Diagnoser works as it is shown
in Algorithm 7.

Algorithm 7: Behavior of an Output-Diagnoser
begin

(1)Wait for messages from its backwards. These messages can be of
two different types (1.a) or (1.b)
(1.a)It receives the LMs of all its backwards.
if all the LMs are equal then

The Output-Diagnoser goes to (1) to wait for a message to start
the self diagnosis

if the LMs of its backwards are not equal between them then
The Diagnoser stores the maximum of them and sends messages
to all its backwards but the backwards that already know this
LM . Go to (1)

(1.b)It receives a message from its backwards to start the
self-diagnosis

end

What does the most voted mean?
The example shown in Figure 3.15 is to find out the greatest integer
in the nodes of a network, but in the case of the voting process, what
does a vote is greater than another mean? The general idea is that
a subsystem has been more voted than another if more different KO
outputs have voted it. For example, if a subsystem is voted by END-
1 and another one is voted by END-1 and END-3, the second one
has a maximum with respect to the first one.
Let Voting(SSi) be a list with all the KO outputs END-i that have
voted the subsystem of the Diagnoser Di. At the beginning of the
searching process, the LM for the Diagnoser Di will be equal to
Voting(SSi). Let END-m . . . END-r be all the outputs END-i, and⋃

d≤i≤h Listi an operator that returns a list with all the elements of
Listi without repetition, where the diagnosis of a distributed system
is the minimal set of subsystems (SSd . . . SSh) such that

⋃
d≤i≤h

Voting(SSi) = {END-m . . . END-r}.
During the search for the most voted subsystems, the GM has two
parameters to maximize:

– List of Incorrect Outputs (LIO): Let END-m . . . END-r be all the
KO outputs END-i, LIO is a list of KO outputs | LIO ⊆ END-m
. . . END-r. When the process to look for the GM finishes, LIO
will be equal than {END-m . . . END-r}, since all the outputs
END-i will be known. This list is used in each subsystem to
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know all the KO outputs in the whole system. This is similar to
LM in the previous algorithm.

– LLMax: it is built in the voting process, and it is a list with
the lists of Voting(SSi), where V oting(SSi) * V oting(SSj) for
i 6= j, in order to minimize the number of SSi related to the
diagnosis. When the process to look for the GM finishes, LLMax
will have all the Voting(SSi) of the network that are not included
in another. At every moment in the process, the union without
repetition of the elements of the lists of LLMax is equal to LIO.
LLMax is similar to GM in the previous algorithm.
And example of LLMax of Figure 3.11 is {{END-1, END-2},
{END-1, END-3}}. LLMax cannot have an element included
in another one. It means that the included element cannot be
maximum because there is another element greater than it. For
example, it is not possible to have in LLMax the lists: {{END-
1},{END-1, END-3}} because the first one is included in the
second.

During the search for the maximum, the local Diagnosers have to
exchange messages to search for the GM . These messages are called
messages of maximum (MM), and contain the information about the
two parameters of the GM to maximize (LIO and LLMax, explained
above), with the format shown in Figure 3.18.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<message_maximum>
    <source_diagnoser>

<!-- who I am -->
    </source_diagnoser>
    <LIO>

<!-- list LIO known by the source
diagnoser until the moment -->

    </LIO>
    <LLMax>

<!-- list LLMax known by the source
diagnoser until the moment -->

    </LLMax>
</message_maximum>

Figure 3.18: Format of the message of maximum

When a message of maximum (MM ) arrives at a Diagnoser Di, the
MM is compared with the LM of Di, since it is necessary to compare
both attributes (LIO and LLMax ). The LM of Di changes if LIO
or LLMax of the MM are greater than the LM of Di, and this LM
is updated. In order to check if LIO of MM is greater than the LM
of Di, it is only necessary to compare both lists. But the study of
LLMax is more difficult, and it will be necessary to analyze different
aspects. Let LLMax(MM) be the LLMax of the message of maximum
that has been sent to a Diagnoser Di and LLMax(Di) the LLMax of
the Diagnoser Di. The different possibilities are:
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– LLMax(MM) = LLMax(Di): LLMax(MM) and LLMax(Di) are
equal. In this case there is not a new LM for the list LLMax.

– LLMax(Di) ⊂ LLMax(MM): All the lists of LLMax(Di) are in-
cluded in LLMax(MM), but the LLMax of the message of maxi-
mum has lists that are not included in Di. In this case the LM
is LLMax(MM), therefore the Diagnoser Di is updated with LL-
Max(MM) as a new LM . For example, if LMax(MM) = {{END-
1}, {END-2, END-3}} and LMax(Di) = {{END-2}}, the new
LMax(Di) would be {{END-1}, {END-2, END-3}}.

– LLMax(MM) ⊂ LLMax(Di): All the lists of LLMax(MM) are
included in LLMax(Di), but LLMax(Di) has lists that are not
included in LLMax(MM). In this case the LM is LLMax(Di),
therefore a new message of maximum is created updated with
LLMax(Di). The rest of the Diagnosers have to be informed. For
example, if LMax(MM) = {{END-2}} and LMax(Di) = {{END-
1}, {END-2, END-3}}, LMax(Di) is sent as a new LMax(MM).

– In other cases: The LLMax(Di) and LLMax(MM) have to-
tally different lists, or some are included and others are different.
In this case the LLMax(Di) will be change and a new message
of maximum will be created in order to inform to the rest of
the Diagnosers. For example, LMax(MM) = {{END-1}} and
LMax(Di) = {{END-2}}. The new LMax is {{END-1}, {END-
2}}.

3.3 Implementation and testing of the distributed
approach

This section presents the implementation of one of the performed methodologies
to diagnose spatially distributed systems. More specifically, this implementa-
tion corresponds to the solution presented in Section 3.2.4, where a totally
distributed approach is proposed. That solution develops a method of diagno-
sis of systems formed by several nodes located separately, with two different
types of information, private and public data. The diagnosis is performed using
structural and logic information.

In order to carry out the implementation of the distributed approach in
Section 3.2.4, it is necessary to build a distributed network composed by different
diagnosers associated to each subsystem. For that, it is necessary to decide what
architecture and model of distributed systems are the most appropriate for our
needs.

This section is organized as follows: in the first subsection, an overview of
the different architectures and models of distributed systems is given, in order
to choose the best option for our proposal. The next subsection presents the
architecture and technologies chosen to perform the application, and the design
in more detail. And finally, the last subsection presents the experimental results
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Figure 3.19: Software layers

after the testing.

3.3.1 Distributed systems models and architectures

An architectural distributed model deals with the location of the components
in a network of computers. The interrelation between the components depends
on functional roles and the different communication patterns among them.

One important characteristic in distributed systems is that differences be-
tween the various computers and the ways in which they communicate are hid-
den from users. The same holds for the internal organization of the distributed
system. Another important characteristic is that users and applications can
interact with a distributed system in a consistent and uniform way, regardless
of where and when interaction takes place. To support heterogeneous comput-
ers and networks while offering a single-system view, distributed systems and
often organized by means of a layer of software that is locally placed between
a higher-level layer consisting of users and applications, and a layer underneath
consisting of operating systems, as shown in Figure 3.19.

In the next subsections the different architectures and basic models of dis-
tributed systems are presented.

Distributed systems architectures

The architecture of a system [43] is its structure in terms of separately specified
components. In distributed systems, four different architectures are defined:
client-server model, services provided by multiple servers, proxy servers and
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caches, and peer to peer processes. Lets see each one of them in more detail:

• Client-server architecture

Client-server architecture distinguishes client systems from server systems,
which communicate over a computer network. A client-server application
is a distributed system comprising of both client and server software. A
client software process may initiate a communication session, while the
server waits for requests from any client, as it is shown in Figure 3.20.
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Figure 3.20: Client/server architecture

• Services provided by multiple servers

Services may be implemented as several server processes in separate host
computers interacting as necessary to provide a service to client processes
(Figure 3.21). The servers may partition the set of objects on which the
service is based and distribute them between themselves, or they may
maintain replicated copies of them on several hosts.
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Server
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Client

Figure 3.21: Multiple servers architecture
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• Proxy servers and caches

A cache is a store of recently used data objects that is closer than the
objects themselves. When a new object is received at a computer, it is
added to the cache store, replacing some existing object if necessary. When
an object is needed by a client process the caching service first checks the
cache and supplies the object from there if an up-to-date copy is available.
If not, an up-to-date copy is fetched. Caches may be located with each
client or they may be located in a proxy server that can be shared by
several clients. For example, web proxy servers (Figure 3.22) provide a
shared cache of web resources for the client machines at a site or across
several sites.

Web server

Web server

Proxy server

Client

Client

Figure 3.22: Proxy cache

• Peer to peer processes

In this architecture all processes involved in a task or activity play similar
roles (Figure 3.23), interacting cooperatively as peers without any distinc-
tion between client and server processes or the computer that they run
on.

Application

Application

Application

Figure 3.23: Peer-to-peer architecture

This network model contrasts with the client-server model, which presents
a monolithic architecture where there is not distribution of tasks; there is
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only a simple communication between client and server, where the client
and the server cannot interchange roles.

Requirements to design distributed architectures

In our solution of the distributed approach described in Section 3.2.4, it is
necessary to design a distributed system formed by local diagnosers, and that
permits the implementation of the proposed algorithm. Lets make a review of
the most important aspects when it comes to design distributed architectures:

• Features:

– Response capacity: The interactive applications need speed in the
responses.

– Productivity: efficiency with which goods and services are produced,
as measured by the quantity produced per an entity per a space of
time.

– Load balancing: Distributing processing and communications activ-
ity evenly across a computer network so that no single device is over-
whelmed.

• Quality of service: related to

– Reliability (fault tolerance): The probability of performing a specified
function without failure under given conditions for a specified period
of time.

– Security: Techniques and practices that preserve the integrity of com-
puter systems.

All these requirements will be taken into account in the design of our dis-
tributed system, trying to maintain as good levels of each one of the aspects as
possible.

Models for distributed systems

Normally, the models [43] describe, explain and predict the behavior of a system
or its components. Lets make an overview of the most common models for
distributed systems:

• Message passing: it is a form of communication made by the sending of
messages to recipients. Forms of messages include function invocation,
signals, and data packets. There are a transmitter and a recipient that
can change roles. They exchange messages that belong to a catalog of
primitives. The basic operations are to send and to receive.

• Client-Server: it describes the relationship between two computer pro-
grams in which one program, the client, makes a service request from
another program, the server. Each speaker assumes a role.
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• Peer-to-Peer: in this model, the participants play similar roles. Each one
can send and receive requests over the same interaction interface. This is
an appropriate model for collaborative environments.

• Remote Procedure Call (RPC): it is a protocol that allows a program
in a device to execute code in another remote machine without getting
worried about the communications between them. The middleware is
in charge of making transparent the processes of packing and unpacking
of the arguments and the returned value. It is similar to client-server
solution, but oriented to actions instead of data.

• Mobile agent: it is a composition of computer software and data which is
able to migrate (move) from one computer to another autonomously and
to continue its execution on the destination computer.

3.3.2 Design and implementation of the distributed ap-
proach

In order to perform the implementation of the solution presented in Section
3.2.4, it is necessary to study the requirements of the application to develop so
that the most appropriate distributed architecture and model can be chosen.

According to the distributed approach, explained in Section 3.2.4, the solu-
tion presented does not count on a supervisor to achieve the diagnosis results.
All the diagnosis tasks are performed by a set of Diagnosers associated to the
subsystems that compose the whole distributed system to diagnose. Each Di-
agnoser is in charge of the communication with other Diagnosers, processing
incoming messages and sending outgoing messages. In order to do that, each
Diagnoser knows how its subsystem is connected to other subsystems by means
of public and shared information. Also, the Diagnosers must be able to execute
the local diagnosis in each associated subsystem.

Therefore, the application to develop must provide a net of Diagnosers, each
one of them with the same behavior, and that must be connected between them
in order to allow the sending and receiving of messages from any Diagnoser to
another. These requirements make us choose a peer-to-peer architecture and
model, since all the Diagnosers play similar roles, with no distinction between
the processes or the computer where they run on.

To perform the implementation of the peer-to-peer application, it was nec-
essary to choose a technology to communicate the different Diagnosers via mes-
sages. In this case, the programming language chosen is Java, since it can run
on any virtual machine regardless of the operating system or the hardware, and
the technology to carry out the communication between the different entities is
the JXTATM technology, which is a set of open, generalized peer-to-peer pro-
tocols that allows any connected device (cell phone to PDA, PC to server) on
the network to communicate and collaborate.

In the next two subsections, the different diagnosis tasks of the Diagnosers
as peers and the JXTATM technology are presented.
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The Diagnosers

Each Diagnoser is a peer of the distributed system that will be associated to
a determined subsystem. Therefore, each peer must be able to perform the
different diagnosis tasks explained in the distributed approach in Section 3.2.4.
Those tasks are shown in Figure 3.24, and will be explained in detail in the
following items:

• Prepare precompiled knowledge. If the configuration indicates that
it is necessary to prepare the precompiled knowledge, each Diagnoser per-
forms an analysis of the structure of its coordinated subsystem. The result
of this analysis is a structure that is equivalent to the graph that forms
the subsystem. This structure will be used to carry out the tasks directly
related with the diagnosis of the system.

This task is executed by each Diagnoser only once, and the equivalent
structure is reused in every diagnosis process. This permits to obtain
a better execution time that in the case that it is not done, since it is
obtained once for a system. In this case, it is necessary to carry out the
analysis of each subsystem and to obtain the equivalent structure for every
diagnosis process, causing an increase of the time needed to achieve the
solution, since the equivalent structure is obtained once and used in all
the diagnosis processes.

• Wait for KO messages. In this task, the Diagnoser is ready to re-
ceive KO or OK messages from the oracle, indicating the condition of the
different global outputs of the system. If the received messages are OK
messages, it is not necessary to perform the next tasks, since the OK mes-
sages implies that all the global outputs of the system are correct, thus
the diagnosis process is not necessary.

In case of the reception of a KO message, the diagnosis process starts.
In case of a configuration indicating no precompiled analysis, a previous
preparation of the equivalent structure is necessary.

• Prepare knowledge. This task is similar to prepare precompiled knowl-
edge task. In this one, the equivalent structure is built too. The action is
done each time that a KO message arrives and, consequently, a diagnosis
is necessary.

• Check variables. When each Diagnoser has received the messages from
all the Diagnosers of the subsystems related to its outputs, the check vari-
ables task takes place. This action analyzes the received information us-
ing the equivalent structure, and determines whether the shared variables
which are inputs of the associated subsystem are correct or incorrect.

• Propagate information. Once the analysis of the shared variables is
done, each Diagnoser sends messages to the Diagnosers of the backward
subsystems. These messages contain information about the correct and
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incorrect variables detected, and will be useful to the neighbor Diagnosers
to begin with their respective check variables tasks.

• Local diagnosis. Using the information collected from the previous
steps, the local diagnosis is executed by the Diagnosers which have any
incorrect variable. This step builds the signature matrix, and uses it to
obtain the minimal hitting sets to find the minimal set of components
which are not working correctly.

The local diagnosis can be improved storing the results obtained in func-
tion of the shared variables that were incorrect, since the local diagnosis
depends on the incorrect variables.

By storing this information makes possible a faster process of diagnosis,
since the information obtained is used more than once, so that it is not
necessary to carry out the same analysis twice.

JXTATM Technology

JXTATM is a set of open, generalized peer-to-peer (P2P) protocols that allow
any connected device on the network - from cell phones to PDAs, from PCs
to servers - to communicate and collaborate as peers. The JXTA protocols
are independent of any programming language, and multiple implementations
(called bindings in JXTA) exist for different environments.

One primary goal of JXTA is to provide a platform with the basic functions
necessary for a P2P network. In addition, JXTA technology seeks to overcome
potential shortcomings in many of the existing P2P systems:

• Interoperability: JXTA technology is designed to enable peers providing
various P2P services to locate each other and communicate with each
other.

• Platform independence: JXTA technology is designed to be independent of
programming languages, transport protocols, and deployment platforms.

• Ubiquity: JXTA technology is designed to be accessible by any device with
a digital heartbeat, not just PCs or a specific deployment platform.

One common characteristic of peers in a P2P network is that they often exist
on the edge of the regular network. Because they are subject to unpredictable
connectivity with potentially variable network addresses, they are outside the
standard scope of DNS. JXTA accommodates peers on the edge of the network
by providing a system for uniquely addressing peers that is independent of tra-
ditional name services. Through the use of JXTA IDs, a peer can wander across
networks, changing transports and network addresses, even being temporarily
disconnected, and still be addressable by other peers.

JXTA provides a common set of open protocols and an open source reference
implementation for developing peer-to-peer applications. The JXTA protocols
standardize the manner in which peers:
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Figure 3.25: JXTA architecture

• Discover each other

• Self-organize into peer groups

• Advertise and discover network services

• Communicate with each other

• Monitor each other

The JXTA protocols are designed to be independent of programming lan-
guages, and independent of transport protocols. The protocols can be imple-
mented in the Java programming language, C/C++, Perl, and numerous other
languages. They can be implemented on top of TCP/IP, HTTP, Bluetooth,
HomePNA, or other transport protocols.

• JXTATM Architecture

The JXTA software architecture is divided into three layers, as shown in
Figure 3.25.

– Platform Layer (JXTA Core). The platform layer, also known as the
JXTA core, encapsulates minimal and essential primitives that are
common to P2P networking. It includes building blocks to enable
key mechanisms for P2P applications, including discovery, transport
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(including firewall handling), the creation of peers and peer groups,
and associated security primitives.

– Services Layer. The services layer includes network services that
may not be absolutely necessary for a P2P network to operate, but
are common or desirable in the P2P environment. Examples of net-
work services include searching and indexing, directory, storage sys-
tems, file sharing, distributed file systems, resource aggregation and
renting, protocol translation, authentication, and PKI (Public Key
Infrastructure) services.

– Applications Layer. The applications layer includes implementation
of integrated applications, such as P2P instant messaging, document
and resource sharing, entertainment content management and de-
livery, P2P Email systems, distributed auction systems, and many
others. The boundary between services and applications is not rigid.
An application to one customer can be viewed as a service to another
customer. The entire system is designed to be modular, allowing de-
velopers to pick and choose a collection of services and applications
that suits their needs.

• JXTA Components

The JXTA network consists of series of interconnected nodes, or peers.
Peers can self-organize into peer groups, which provide a common set of
services.

JXTA peers advertise their services in XML documents called advertise-
ments. Advertisements enable other peers on the network to learn how to
connect to, and interact with, a peer’s services.
JXTA peers use pipes to send messages from one to another. Pipes are
an asynchronous and unidirectional message transfer mechanism used for
service communication. Messages are simple XML documents whose enve-
lope contains routing, digest, and credential information. Pipes are bound
to specific endpoints, such as a TCP port and associated IP address.
Three essential aspects of the JXTA architecture distinguish it from other
distributed network models:

– The use of XML documents (advertisements) to describe network
resources.

– Abstraction of pipes to peers, and peers to endpoints without reliance
upon a central naming/addressing authority such as DNS.

– A uniform peer addressing scheme (peer IDs).

3.3.3 Testing the distributed approach

This section shows the experimental results obtained in multiple tests performed
to the developed application. In order to perform those tests, it is necessary to
add two new modules to the architecture mentioned in Section 3.3.2.
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The first of these modules allows us to simulate the oracle behavior, so that
the sending of KO and OK messages to the diagnosers related to global outputs
can be performed. To make possible the sending and reception of messages, the
different diagnosers and the oracle module must prepare connections between
them by means of input and output pipes, using JXTATM Technology.

The second module is not really a part of the solution presented in the
distributed approach in Section 3.2.4. This module is necessary from the point
of view of the testing, since as we do not count on real systems to diagnose,
this module can allow us to generate different systems with some configurable
features,. The parameters that can be configured are the number of subsystems
and components in each subsystem, or the connectivity degree.

In the following, these two new modules will be analyzed in more detail. To
facilitate the explanation, the general diagram of the application is shown in
Figure 3.26.
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Figure 3.26: General diagram of the application

Generation of subsystems and simulations of the oracle

This subsection includes the explanation of the two new concepts mentioned
previously: the generator of the subsystems and the oracle, in charge of the
random generation of the system, and the simulation of the oracle behavior.
They are analyzed in more detail in the following.

• Generator of subsystems and the oracle

The diagram that represents this generator is shown in Figure 3.27.
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Figure 3.27: Generation module

As it was mentioned in the distributed approach in Section 3.2.4, the
different subsystems that compose the whole distributed system can be
seen as directed graphs, connected between them by means of the different
shared variables. In order to perform several tests to the application, it
is necessary to count on different distributed systems to diagnose, with
different number of subsystems, and different connections between them,
what means different variables, inputs and outputs.

This module is in charge of the random generation of subsystems, shared
variables, inputs and outputs. It is performed by the random generation
of directed graphs, connected between them randomly. This set of graphs
counts on some output variables that are not used to connect with other
subsystems. These output variables are the global outputs of the whole
system, and they are the variables monitored by the oracle. Therefore,
the connection of the oracle with the different subsystems is generated
randomly too, according to the generated subsystems.

By means of some configuration parameters, the number of subsystems
to generate, and their sizes (number of components), can be indicated
previously.

The results of this random generation are written in a set of files that
will be used for the rest of the modules to create the necessary structures.
Each of these created files will be treated by a diagnoser to create a graph.
As a result, the modules that work as diagnosers must add a new task at
the beginning of the process. In this task, the files will be read, and the
graph that represent to each subsystem will be built by each Diagnoser.
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Once the random generation of the oracle has been performed, the oracle
has to be generated from its corresponding file to know which variables
has been defined as global outputs. These are the variables which are
observable by the oracle, and it has to send information about whether
they are OK or KO to the Diagnoser modules.

• Simulations of the oracle

This simulator is the responsible for carrying out the tasks of the oracle,
represented in Figure 3.28.
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Figure 3.28: Oracle module

Lets see the tasks in more detail:

– Create connections. The oracle prepares its connections with the
rest of the modules using JXTATM Technology. The oracle and the
rest of the elements that compose the whole system will work as
peers. Therefore, the creation of the communications between them
entails the creation of output and input pipes that link the oracle
with the Diagnosers of the application. Thus the oracle can send the
messages indicating the global outputs that are OK or KO to the
Diagnosers, beginning the diagnosis process.

– Random message sending. This task cannot be performed until:

∗ The different Diagnosers modules have generated their respective
subsystems from the information contained in the files written
by the generation module

∗ They have been connected to their neighbors as peers

i.e., after the Diagnosers have create the connections using input and
outputs pipes, and their are waiting for KO messages from the oracle.
In order to indicate whether the different global outputs are KO or
OK, a set of messages has to be sent from the oracle to the Di-
agnosers. To perform our tests, the information contained in these
messages is generated randomly by the oracle. Once the oracle knows
which are the observable outputs, it decides the information to send
in each message: for each variable, it decides if it is OK or not ac-
cording to a random parameter.
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Changes in the diagnosers for the simulation

In order to generate different examples of distributed systems to be executed
using JXTATM Technology, two new modules for the testing have been created.
Therefore, the diagram that represent the tasks of each Diagnoser in Figure
3.24 has experienced some modifications. The new tasks that are executed by
each diagnoser are presented in Figure 3.29, and are explained in the following
items:

• Subsystem generation. Once the random generation has been per-
formed by the generation module, each Diagnoser performs the generation
of its corresponding subsystem according to the information stored in the
created files.

A subsystem can be seen as a directed graph, with nodes, edges, and ex-
ternal connections with other graphs. Each Diagnoser creates that graph,
representing the morphology of the subsystem, and stores the information
about the variables that it shares with other subsystems. These shared
variables will be useful to know the different connections between the sub-
system and the rest of subsystems, necessary to create the connections
with JXTATM Technology.

When this task is finished, the next task to perform depends on whether
the configuration of the diagnosis process indicates that the Diagnoser
have to carry out the preparation of the precompiled knowledge or not.
If the configuration shows that the analysis of the system must be done
offline, the next task to perform is prepare precompiled knowledge. Other-
wise, the task to carry out will be create connections.

• Create connections. Each Diagnoser, as a peer, prepares the connec-
tions with the rest of Diagnosers and the oracle. For that, and using
JXTATM Technology, the Diagnoser creates input and output pipes to
communicate with the oracle and with the Diagnoser that it is connected
to. These neighbor Diagnosers are known since the shared variables that
the subsystem has in common with some of the rest of subsystems, in-
dicated in the files generated at the beginning of the process, and which
form part of the graph that composes the subsystem.

Once the connections are ready, the Diagnoser can receive messages from
the oracle to begin the diagnosis process.

Experimental results

This section shows the temporal results of some tests performed with the appli-
cation previously explained. This tests have been carried out over distributed
systems created randomly, which have different number of subsystems (from 4
to 10 subsystems), and with precompiled and no precompiled knowledge.

The aim of these tests is the comparison between the time necessary to
perform the diagnosis with and without the previous analysis that obtains the
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precompiled knowledge. For this reason, Table 3.11 shows the milliseconds
spent by the application in performing the diagnosis process for distributed
systems. Those systems are composed by different number of subsystems created
randomly. These times are measured since the reception of the KO message
from the oracle, until the obtaining of the local diagnosis result indicating the
components that are probably not working correctly.

For each different number of subsystems, 10 distributed systems have been
generated, and 100 random messages have been sent to each system. Therefore,
70 different systems have been diagnosed 100 times. These tests have been
executed in several computers (one computer for each diagnoser) with similar
characteristics: Intel Core2 1,86GHz processor, and 2GB RAM memory.

Table 3.11: Temporal results

number Precompiled Knowledge No Precompiled Knowledge

ofsubs. AV AVmin AVmax AV AVmin AVmax delay

4 132.83 98.60 172.28 140.02 108.31 177.02 7.19
5 208.97 196.98 222.25 240.41 203.43 289.59 31.44
6 223.11 201.20 243.59 276.53 223.53 438.48 53.42
7 297.05 243.86 353.29 364.82 279.93 427.79 67.77
8 342.79 331.77 353.17 405.68 387.96 415.15 72.89
9 354.31 310.27 384.38 442.77 372.70 484.63 88.46
10 457.25 403.69 515.30 555.44 502.67 596.98 98.19

The information contained in Table 3.11 is organized as follows:

• Each row shows the measured times to diagnose different random dis-
tributed systems formed by different number of subsystems.

• The two sets of columns present the separation between precompiled and
not precompiled knowledge configuration. The data that appear in the
columns are: the average time (AV ) spent by the diagnosis process for
systems of a determined size, and the average time spent in the proofs
performed to the distributed system that has had the best time (AVmin)
and the worse time (AVmax) in the diagnosis process. The last set of
columns shows the delay of the no precompiled execution with respect to
the precompiled one.

• The delay in the last column shows the extra time spent by the diagnosis
process in a no precompiled knowledge configuration. Specifically, this
time is spent in the analysis necessary to obtain the equivalent structure
used in the diagnosis process, since whether a no precompiled configuration
is used, this analysis must be performed each time that a KO message
arrives.
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In order to improve the visualization, Figure 3.30 shows a graphic represen-
tation of the results for the average time. In the graphic, two different lines
appear representing the average execution time for the diagnosis processes with
and without precompiled knowledge.
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Figure 3.30: Graphic representation of the results

In this graphic it is possible to see the delay that a no precompiled configu-
ration causes in the diagnosis process. Likewise, it is appreciable that the more
number of subsystems has the system, the more time saved by the application
by means of calculating the knowledge offline.
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Chapter 4

Conclusions and future
work

In this work three solutions to diagnose distributed systems, using only struc-
tural analysis and qualitative information, have been presented. For that, some
definitions and characteristics of model-based diagnosis have been redefined for
distributed systems.

In the first approach, it has been presented how to diagnose a distributed
system using a supervisor system. The system is formed by several subsystems
with private and public information, and a central coordinate agent that man-
ages the shared characteristics of the subsystems to know how the subsystems
are related between them.

In the second approach, another way to perform the diagnosis of distributed
systems is presented. These distributed systems are also formed by public and
private information, and the diagnosis process can be performed without needing
to know neither all the information nor the system model, since this solution
does not count on a supervisor with any kind of global knowledge. By means of
the use of previously compiled knowledge, a high temporal efficiency is obtained,
since the preparation of the system is performed offline. This proposal of fault
diagnosis is an innovative solution to the distributed diagnosis, although it does
not find the global minimal diagnosis, since the set of components found as a
solution is not a global minimal hitting set.

Finally, the third work consists on the diagnosis of a system totally dis-
tributed, where there is no a central coordinate system and all the information
is distributed. In this proposal, a set of algorithms are developed in order to
obtain the diagnosis using voting strategy, avoiding the use of a central coor-
dinate system, only using messages between the subsystems, and finding the
global minimal diagnosis.

As future work, it is interesting to perform the diagnosis of distributed sys-
tems that count on sensors allocated in different places of the network, not only
in the global outputs. Sometimes it is necessary, specially when the systems
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under study are very large. It can give us additional information that can be
useful to achieve a more efficient and precise process to find the minimal number
of subsystems to diagnose.

Also, it is interesting to study distributed systems with quantitative infor-
mation instead of qualitative information, so that the sensors can give us more
knowledge about the behavior of the subsystems. In order to do that, our future
work will be centered in modelling the systems to diagnose as constraint sat-
isfaction problems, trying to solve them to find the minimal set of component
that explain the faults when a distributed system is not working correctly.

When the behavioral model of a distributed system shows us that some com-
ponent of the system are not working correctly, we will be facing an overcon-
strained distributed satisfaction problem. Thus, to solve the diagnosis problem
we will have to find the constraint or the set of constraints that makes the CSP
insolvable, trying to achieve the best partial solution to the overconstrained
problem.

Moreover, the decentralized approach (Section 3.2.3) and the logic message-
based approach (Section 3.2.5) will be implemented in order to compare their
experimental results with the results of other existing approaches.
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